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are excellent visual design elements

king ceilings and walls. Grille ceiling

easy using our attachment clip system

T-Bar grid, and both backered and

are 1007" accessible. Use screws for

sample, and perimeter trim options are available.

The system offers design flexibility with five grille

styles available. Grilles may be paired with acoustical

liner for enhanced acoustics.

FEATURES

' Available in solid wood & veneer

FSC@ certified available

May contribute to LEED@ projects

Clas-A Fire-Rated Particle Board or MDF

Finishes: Clear lacquer top coat, Class-A
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Steel reduces waste and features a material recovery rate

greater than 9B%! Structural steel features an incredibly

sustainable manufacturing process. Consider these facts:

The structural steel making Process boasts

a95% water recycling rate with no external

discharges, resulting in a net consumption

of only 70 gallons per ton.

Steel is the most

resilient material,

designed to last,

whether it's exposed
. to fire, blast, or the

: ravages of time.
I And when a steel
I buildlng reaches

I the end of its life,

i the steel is recycled
I and retains all of its

I fantastic physical
I characteristics.

I The American

lnstitute of Steel

Construction provides

environmental
product declarations

; (EPDs) for fabricated

i hot-rolled structural
I sections, fabricated

i rt""l plate and

fabricated hollow

structural sections.

These EPDs cover

the product life
cycle from cradle to
fabricator gate and

are available at

aisc.ors/eod.

@

o
@

@

I Steel is the most recycled material in the
I world. Domestic mills recycle more than 70

i million tons of scrap each year and structural

i steel has a 93% recycled content!

Steel production productivity levels are

up by a factor of 24 and labor hours have

been reduced from 12 to just 0.5 per ton.

Steel's carbon footprint ls down 37%,

energy use has decreased 32o/o, and

greenhouse gas emissions have

dropped by 45"/".

Todayt beams and

columns are nearly

40olo stronger and offer

g reater constructabi I ity

I benefits!
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Cover: Detail of cross-laminated
timber (CLT) produced by
Katerra's new factory in the
Spokane Valley in Washington,
which aims to produce the
largest volume of CLT in North
America. Katerra's CLT is shown
here in the offices of Catalyst,
a five-story CLT building
currently under construction
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Michael Green Architecture
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corrections to the summer 2o19 issue: ln the piece "culture Pass," the name of urban planner and Princeton professor chester Rapkin (1g1g-2oo1) was misspelled. Rapkin
was a consultant for the Department of City Planning and later became a city Planning commissioner under mayors John Linsday and Abraham Beame. We regret the error
Clarifications to the piece'Affordable Housing, Not lncluded": Stanley Commons, designed by Dattner Architects, was mentioned in the context of the firm,s passive House
work, but it is not a Passive House project. Dattner is working with Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation (CHLDC) on Chestnut Commons, but it is not working on
CHLDC's Basement Conversion Pilot Program.
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As part of a research project to verify the
transformative possibilities of 3D printing for
concrete applications, Gate Precast Company is
using 3D printed forms in the production of a
42-story tower in Brooklyn, NY clad exclusively
with polished and acid-etched architectural
precast concrete.

Through a design-assist relationship,' Gate
Precast, Two Trees, and architecture firm
COOK FOX refined some of the window profiles
on the tower to make it cost effective and
practical to make use of the 3D printed forms.
The multi-faceted window panels inctude
aluminum framing and glass pre-assembled
and caulked at the plant prioi to shipping to
the jobsite, streamlining the installation of

Casting on the 3D printed forms also provided
the added benefit of incredibly sharp details and
improved finishes.
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GATE PRECAST COIVIPANY
precast concrete systems

WWW.GATEPRECAST.COM

[888] 47O-345O
FOLLOW US!
gateprecastco

Monroeville, AL
Jacksonville, FL

Kissimmee, FL Oxford, NC pearland,
Winchester, KY Ashtand City, TN Hillsboro,

TX
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Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Lead Architect

Rockwell Group, Collaborating Architect
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Design Architect: Selldorf Architects

Executive Architect: Beyer Blinder Belle
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& Buttrick Architects
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

LASTING IMPACTS

As part of the 2019 presidential theme
of Building Communiry we have been
focusing on the way our work impacts
the broader community. As architects,
we are constantly making decisions for
others. In our most fundamental role,
we translate the aspirations and needs

ofour clients into physical construc-
tions. But the impact of our work
ripples far beyond the clients who
inform the goals ofthe projects. It is
our role as architects to ensure that the
built environment we are creating is

for everyone, not just those establish-
ing the project program. Though our
projects are for the current occupants

and broader communiry our work
is also for the future occupants and
broader communiry. The decisions

we make in shaping our structures
are lasting-they often oudive the
client and the design team-so ir is
clear why the responsibility to design
thoughtfully is so critical.

At the risk of stereo[ping, I
acknowledge that architects are often
visual people, which can lead to a pri-
oritization of the visual characteristics
of our work over its other aspects. But
we need to think about our projects
more holistically than this. We need
to think about the embedded aspects

of the project, the tacit requirements
imposed by our design decisions. We
need to think not only of what we are

building but howwe are building.
One of the most glaring issues

confronting our industry is that there
are products and labor policies based

on regular practices offorced labor
(effectively, slavery). Over the past year,

the AIA NewYork Chapter has been

part of a working group looking for a

way to address the issue offorced labor
in the construction industry The issue

is a multifaceted one with thorns all
around.There is the atrocity offorced
labor in the production of construction
materials as well as forced labor on
construction sites. Currently, in other
industries, there is much focus and at-
tention on good stewardship, responsi-
ble sourcing, and lawfi"rl manufacturing
practices. The construction industry
however, is lagging, and our product-
architecture-has the longest Jife cycle.
It's true that the challenge is particu-
larly difficult in construction due to
the fractured sourcing process, but that
cannot be our excuse. We need to work
to address this.

One recent and especially public
example is the controversy Michelle
Obama caused when in her 201,6

address to the Democratic National
Committee she reminded us that the
White House was built by slaves.That
isjust fact. It is only a controversy
because we are not comfortable with
that fact and would rather not think
about it.

A multidisciplinary group of
AIANY members and outside col-
laborators headed by Sharon Prince,
the founder of Grace Farms, has been
working to chip away at the issue

offorced labor in our built environ-
ment. I'm proud to be part of this
task force, whose ultimate goal is to
develop a standard, akin to LEED, for
responsible labor practices. Sharon is

concise in her assessment and often

says, "Once you know about the forced
labor embedded in a project, you cant
unknow it." There is a long road ahead
to birth a new standard for responsible
labor; we are only at the start and will
be reporting our progress.

Sharon is ideally suited for spear-

heading this work. At Grace Farms, a

non-profit with a mission dedicated to
justice and equiry she made a long-term
commitment to the broader community
and social responsibility as well as to
architecture. In recognition ofher work
and commitment, we are delighted to
honor Sharon with the NYC Visionary
Award at this year's Heritage Ball, with
fellow honorees Steven Holl (Presi-

dentt Award) and Phyllis Lambert
(Center for Architecture Award). One
of the most influential architects of our
time, Steven's international body of
work is defined by attention to context
and his remarkable ability to blend
space and light. Phyllis's legacy as an

advocate for architecture is unparalleled.
Not only has she raised the level of
discourse within the profession through
her own architecture, writing, and cura-
tion projects, but she is also a champion
for the publict right to the best archi-
tecture, planning, and urban design. A11

three represent what's possible when
we think beyond a single project to the
potential ripple effects of our work on
society at large. r
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

THE NEW
BUILDING BLOCKS

Over the last few decades, it's become clear that the expression

"you are what you eat" applies just as much to buildings as it
does to bodies. And, like a person' what a building consumes

creates an impact far beyond any indMdual footprint.

In this issue, we take a closer look at the materials and mate-

rial considerations that are changing the waywe build today,

from experimental compounds that offer a window into the

future of construction, to ancient building materials, such as

stone, that can now be accessed and evaluated in new ways.

We've asked practitioners and researchers what construction

materials have them most excited, and how they're applying

their own research findings to projects of all scales. And we dive

into changing standards for stamping a building with a clean

bill of health, based on the implications of embodied energy on

our climate.

A keen awareness of humanity's impact on the environment

is reflected in conversations happening across many fields of
design. An array ofsuch projects is highlighted in the latest

edition of the Cooper Hewitt Design Triennial, "Nature," on

view throughJanuary 20. In February, MoMA will dedicate

a show, "Material Ecologies,"to the work of Neri Oxman, an

architect and designer whose research creates a new vision for

the convergence of nature with art and engineering (see Fred

Bernstein's interview with MoMA curator Paola Antonelli on

page 24 ofthis issue). Several new boola celebrate the relation-

ship between architecture and materials, including two stunners

from Phaidon's fall list Stone,byWllTtam Hall, and Ezra Stoller:

A Photographic Historlt of Modern American Architec ture,by

Pierluigi Serraino.

From here I yield the floor (and the remainder of this page)

to some of the architects, designers, and researchers who gener-

ously offered their own insights for this issue, and thank our

team of contributing writers who temporarily immersed them-

selves in new material worlds.We hope you find the work and

possible futures presented in this issue as thrilling as we do. I

Molly Heintz
Editor-in-Chief
editor@aiany.org

From current favorites to future wishes, a sampling of
the materials on the minds of architects, designers, and
researchers:
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"Sheet pile can be the answer
for site retaining walls in tight
spaces, Naturally weathering
to warm brown, its aesthetic
blends well with plants, wood,
and other warm metals."

-Signe Nielsen, FASLA,
Principal, Mathews Nielsen
Landscape Architects

"Lately l've been thinking a

lot about light as a mate-
rial. l've been experimenting
with some of the physical
aspects of photograPhY,
such as light-sensitive Pa-
pers and emulsions, looking
for ways to marry those
analog, traditional tech-
niques with new tools of
digital fabrications."

-Noa Raviv, designer and
technologist

"We are currently in awe of
an acoustical product by
Baux, which we're hoping
to use on the ceiling of
some public spaces in an
apartment building. Their
Acoustic Pulp is made
of sustainably harvested
Swedish fir and pine trees,
recycled water, non-GMO
wheat bran, potato starch,
plant-derived wax, citrus
fruit peels, and no chemi-
cals. lt sounds like some-
thing you could eat."

-Lauren Schlesinger,
AlA, and Adam Glickman,
AlA, Principals, Glickman
Schlesinger Architects

'A lot of our projects require
particular consideration of
acoustic performance. In

spaces where there is an
emphasis on pure forms
and the play of natural and
artificial light, finding mono-
lithic materials that also lend
acoustic attenuation are very
hard to come by, outside of
acoustic plaster products
that are expensive and hard
to maintain. We'd love to see
innovation in a wider range of
acoustic materials that can be
applied to a substrate or that
have an inherently abstract
expression."

-Miriam Peterson and Na-
than Rich, Principals, PRO-
Peterson Rich Office
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"A material I hope will exist
in the future is one that helPs
our indoor environment
become probiotic-that is,

to support those invisible
microbes that are conducive
to a healthy, environmental
microbiome. On this, see
research by the BioBE center
in Oregon, and also some
experlments by the architect
David Benjamin to create bio-
receptive surfaces."

-William Myers, curator and
author ol Biodesign: Nature
+ Science + Creativity
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Kee Safety understands that compliance with the
Fagade lnspection & Safety program (FlSp) - formerly
Local Law 11, is vital for property owners is NyC.
A poorly maintained fagade poses risks to pedestrians
while inadequate barriers at a roof edge, skylight,
or access point increase serious risk to residents,
maintenance personal, and contractors.

A compliant rooftop fall protection system is criticat to
getting a building into FlSp comptiance. A parapet wall
that does not satisfy the min 42' height requirement can
be the sole reason a building is cited. Kee Safety offers
various solutions including mounted vertica/horizontal
parapet extension and freestanding non-penetrating
railing systems.

Our NYC Building code comptiance and rooftop safety
experts are standing by to consult your team on critical
areas of work-at-height compliance.
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Call for a complimentary rooftop safety audit on your new-build projects or established properties.

Kee.-.
Safiety

Jason Dytche
General Manager, Northeast US Region

Kee Safety, lnc.
(716) 339 6473
jdytche@keesafety.com keesafety.com



Fred Bernstein ("Embodied Energy: A Primer for Architects,"

"Living in the Material World of Neri Oxman') studied archi-

tecture at Princeton Universiry and law at NYU, and writes about

both subjects. He has contributed more than 400 articles, many on

architecture, to the Neru YorkTimes, and is a regular contributor to

,lrchitectural Record and rllrcltitectural Digest In 2008 he won the

Oculus Award, bestowed annually by the AIANY for excellence

in architecture writing. His latest book is Dirk Denison 10 Houses,

published in 2018 by Actar.

Natalie Dubois ("Beyond/At the Center," "Material Innovation

On-Site") is a designer and writer. After completing her Master of

Architecture at the University ofToronto, she worked in design and

architecture for six years before attending the School ofVisual Arts

Design Research,Writing and Criticism Program. She is interested

in writing about all aspects of design and its impact on our lives.

Katherine Fung ("WitlThis Material Change the WayWe Build?')

is a freelance journalist who covers design, social justice, and inter-

national stories. Her work has been featured in print and on-air for

Public Radio International, WNYC, and Reuters.

Jennifer Krichels ("Street Level," "The Future of Material

Specification') contributes to several publications and works with

architecture and design organizations on projects including books,

educational events, and design competitions. She edits FX-

Collaborative's Podium publication and Metals in Construction

mtgazine.

Bill Millard ("The Soft Power of ETFE") is a New York Ciry

writer covering the built environment' health, and interdisci-

plinary ideas. A contributor to Oculus, Tbe Architect s News?a?er,

lrcbitect, Icon, Content, Annals of Emergenqt Medicine' Metak in

Construction, and other publications, he is also writing a book

on densiry and sprawl.

Stanley Stark, FAIA, NCARB, LEED AR ("In Print") has

been associate d with Oculus since 2003 as a writer and illustra-

tor. He currently has a position with the City of New York.

Alex Ulam ("Mass Timber Going Mainstream") is a freelance

journalist who writes frequently about architecture and urban

planning. His work has appeared \t Landscape Architecture, Tbe

.*rchitect\ Newt?a?er, ne Nation, Discot.ter' Macleans, The Na-

tional Post of Canada, Archaeologl,ar.d Ihe Neto Republit'

Julia van den Hout ("Inside Track') is founder of the editorial

and curatorial office Original Copy and ed\tor of CLOG, an an-

nual publication that provides a platform for discussion of one

topic at a time. I
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A BETTER WAVTO WORK

Camp David is a sophisticated
shared wonkspace and pnofessional
event venue located in Bnooklyn's
bustling Industny City.

Demonstnating pnacticality and
functionality, fnom customized
pnivate offices to fonmal confenence
nooms and comfontable lounge areas,
every inch has been canefulty
considened to suit youn eveny need.

237 36th St. Bnooklyn, tt232
71,8.3L3.01,Lt I thecampdavid.com

CAMP+DA/ID

ru L-

-
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01. l'lid-Centuny Modenn Intenion
02. Funnished Workspaces

03. I{onk Lounge + iilakenspace

04. Full-Senvice Coffee Ban

05. Photognaphy Suite
06. Engonomic Funniture
07. Steps fnom the D/N/R Tnain

08. Countyand with Wifi
09. Concierge Senvices

10. Gym Access
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BEYOND THE CENTER

ON VIEW
See archtober.org for full schedule and
locations

Archtober
October 1-31,2019

Archtober, New York City's annual architecture and

design festival, returns for the month of October.

Organized by the Center for Architecture and now

in its ninth year, the festival has more partners and

sponsors than ever before, with over 80 institutions

and companies participating. New this year is a

partnership with the city's three public library systems

(Brooklyn, New York, and Qreens), which will host

tours, panel discussions, and special readings. Also

new are the festival's Weekend Getaway Partnersr who

will offer opportunities to exPlore architecture just

outside of the ciry like Philip Johnson's Glass House

in Connecticut.

Solar Carve (4O Tenth Ave.) was completed in August. lt's the first

New York commission of Chicago-based Studio Gang,
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FOR 125+ YEARS EW HOWELL HAS BEEN BUILI)ING
HIGHLY VISIBLE, COMPLEX PR()JECTS ACROSS THE

KEY SECTORSTHAT DRIVE NEvl, YORK.

THE PROJECTS ARE NEVER SIMPLE,
BUT ()UR PROCESS IS.

rie ew HowELL coNsrRucrloN DlVlSroNS:

ARTS & CULTURE
CONSTRUCTION DIVISiON

SPECIAL PROJECTS
CONSTRUCTTON DIVISION

HEALTHCARE
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION

RETAIL & HOSPITALIW
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION

I

EWHOWELL
CONSTRUCTION GROUP

BUILD SIMPLY.*

\^/E INVIfE YOU TO CONNECTWITH US:

NYCr 2t2-e3O-1O5O LONG ISLANOi 5r5-9?r-7loo I E\ THO\.,ELLCOM

INTERIORS
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION

EDUCATION
CCNSTRUCTION DIVISION
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The festival brings together a plethora ofevents, in-
cluding daily building tours ofboth new and old struc-
tures, workplace tours, open houses, lectures,6lm screen-
ings, a conference, competitions, and parties. This year's
Archtober will also include a nighttime boat tour of the
city's illuminated skyline and expanded family program-
ming. Additionally, the Center for Architecture will be
home to the Archtober Lounge, where printed calendar
guides and program information will be available. Regis-
ter at archtober.org. l/D I
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Hendrtck
ARCHITECTURAL

MAN U FACTU RER

-oF-
PERFORATED METAL
PRODUCTS, PROFILE
BAR & WEDGE WIRE

GRATING

Clodding & Focode Systems

Corrugoted Metol Ponels

Entronce Grilles

Fountoin Covers

Signoge

Stoir Components

Sunshodes

Tree Groting
Trench Groting

Ventilotion Grilles

www.hendrickorch.com
877.840.0881
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Top: Church of the Transfiguration in Maspeth, eueens, designed by
Jonas Mulokas and completed in 1962. Bottom: The Sunset park lnterim
Library, designed by Leroy Street Studio for Brooklyn public Llbrary,
opened in 2018.



AT THE CENTER

ON VIEW
Center for Architecture
536 LaGuardia Place

Fringe Cities: Legacies of Renewal in the Smal!

American City
Through January 18, 2O2O

"Fringe Cities" presents the ongoing investigation into the

impacts of post-war urban renewal on fringe cities, defined

as small cities on the edge of larger ones.The research is

being conducted by Boston-based MASS Design Group, a

non-profit architecture firm that believes that architecture

is never neutral, but can heal or hurt. Urban renewal, the

practice ofcity redevelopment and slum clearance, destruc-

tively introduced highways and other large-scale infra-

structure projects into historic neighborhood fabrics, often

exacerbating issues ofpoverty and segregation. Fringe cities

experienced urban renewal like their fellow metropolises,

Rendering, circa 197O, of the proposed Genesee Esplanade of the

Central Business District in Saginaw, Michigan.

but unlike them, have not rebounded from the damage

caused by these practices.The exhibition, also curated and

designed by MASS Design Group, examines the problem

and potential solutions by looking at four cities: Easton,

PA; Saginaw, MI; Spartanburg, SC; and Poughkeepsie, NY.

In addition to the exhibition, the Center for Architecture

will host several additional "Fringe Cities" events through-

out the fall. AfD r
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OPEN HOUSE NEW YORK SPOTLIGHT:
25 KENT

STREET LEVEL

BY JENNIFER KRICHELS

In the eailiest days of planning for 25 Kent Avenue-Brook-
lyn's first ground-up, speculative commercial building in 40
years-Gensler's vice chairman, Joseph Brancato, FA[A,
NCARB, could feel the energy of the surounding Williams-
burg neighborhood as he stood at the site, cyclists whizzing
past in the avenue's high-traffic bike lane. In the five years

since design and construction began at the mixed-use build-
ing began design and construction, Kent Avenue and the
sitet eastern border, Wy.the Avenue, have surpassed their
already-trendy reputations, giving rise to three new hotels.
Each has its own nod to the neighborhood-the William
Vale with Vale Park, an elevated green space that is open to
the public, and The Hoxton and The Williamsburg Hotel,
both with sunken courtyards and stepped amphitheaters open
to the street.

Perhaps no building will be more inviting to the commu-
niry however, than 25 Kent. Gensler as design development
architect and HWKN as design architect opted to bisect
the site with a public pedestrian avenue fanked by double-
height retail space and open-air plazas, with landscape

design by MPFP. "That's whatt so exciting here: building a

building that's going to support the community, but also one

that's going to be great for tenants," says Brancato. "We didn't
do one at the expense ofthe other."

At the heart of the concept was the division of the build-
ing's mass into two "trays," split by the pedestrian thorough-
fare and shifted off-center, to create plazas to the east and
west. This shift also had the advantage of placing the north-
west corner ofthe building outside an adjacent foodplain.
Above street level, the trays are joined by a center connector,
which grows larger as floors ascend. The tapered shape allows
more sunlight into the pedestrian avenue and also creates

a flexible floorplate for smaller tenants who might share

conference rooms or caf6 space located in the connector. As it
splays up, the connector gets wider and offers more space for
full-floor tenants.

Though the north and south fagades have punched window
openings, the size of the glazing (8 feet wide by 10 feet tall)
gives the feeling of a curtain-wall fagade while blending with
the neighborhood's industrial brick character. The buildingt
brick fagade is a custom mix named "25 Kent Blend"-"like
a nice coffee,"jokes Brancato.The east and west fagades and
the connector are clad in curtain wall, offering big waterfront
and neighborhood views and high levels ofnatural light from
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At ground level, 25 Kent's two volumes are separated to create
a pedestrian street between spaces for retail. At the third floor
ehq above, a connector ioins the north and south volumes,

:. lihking ipace for office tenants.
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Top: The building's
south volume is

shifted west to create
a 12O- by 6O-foot
landscaped plaza, a
move recreated on
the northwest corner
of the site. Bottom:
The connector's
curtain wall glass is
slanted 33 degrees
from vertical.
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anfvhere on the floorplate. Gensler has shifted away from
thinking about office buildings purely in terms of square
feet, says Brancato, and here made sure to maximize slab-
to-slab heights to give tenants ceilings between 15 and22
feet high. "Ifyou wanr to think about a great experience,"
he says, "think about volume."

Recently, two floors of the building were occupied by
a temporary exhibition by Beyond the Streers, which
was featuring more than 150 graffiti artists from around
the world, along with performances, lectures, and films.
When permanently occupied, the building, whose ten-
ants have not yet been announced, will devote one-
and-a-half floors, or about
80,000 square feet, to maker
space and light manufactur-
ing, a mainstay of Brooklyn's
economy. Developers hope
the building will also draw a
piece of Silicon Valley to the
neighborhood, where tenants
may find lower rents and a

larger base ofyoung talent
than in Manhattan.

From a vast private bal-
cony, an amenity for the fu-
ture tenant of the building's
eighth floor, a view of Wil-
liamsburg's waterfront reveals
heavy machinery clearing a

formerly industrial plot of
land for the long-promised
expansion of Bushwick Inlet
Park. "When we started in
201,4,it wasn't certain this
was going to become a park,"
says Brancato. Community
pressure pushed those plans
forward and, with any luck,
the same community will
bring 25 Kent to life as well.

Open House NewYork2019
Kicks OffAt 25 Kent
Thursday, October 17, 2019
6:30-9:30 PM
25 Kent Avenue, Williamsburg

Want to see tbe building in
person?Join tbe oficial kicfrof to
the 2019 Open House Ne,uYork
Wekend at 25 Kent TDithfood,

drinks, and entertainrnent. Ticket

proceeds belp support OHNY Wekend, v.then more than 275 sites

around tbe city u.:ill open their doorsfor a celebration ofarchitecture
and urban duign, October 18-20. Visit obny.orgfor tickets and
more information.

Genslei Team: Joseph Brancato, FAIA, NCARB, Leslie Jabs,
CDT, RA, Joe Lauro, Peter Wang, LEED-AP, RA, Anne-Sophie
Hall, CDT, LEED-AP, RA, Joe Lo, LEED-Ap, RA,
Bryan Couchenour, RA, Wei Kou, AlA, CDT, NCARB
Consultants: Structu ra I En gineer: DeSimone, M Ep/lT/secu-
rity / LEED: Cosenti n i, La ndscape: M pFp, Bu i lding Enclosu re:
EOC, FaCade Access: Entek, VT: VDA, Lighting: BOLD, Wind:
RWDI

21

Heritage Ball 2019
benefiting AIA New York and
the Center for Architecture
October 24,2O1',
Chelsea Piers, Pier Sixty
Gala 6-9PM
After Party 9:3OPM -12AM

Honoring:
Steven Holl Architects
Phyllis Lambert, FRAIC,
Hon. FAIA, Hon. FRIBA

Sharon Prince and Grace Farrr,-
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EXISTING CONDITIONS SURVEYS, INC.

3D LASER SCANNING. REALITY CAPTURE - EXISTING BUILDING DOCUMENTATION

..START 
ACCU RATE... STAY ACCU RATE''

With over 20 years of service in
the buitding industry, Existing
Conditions Surveys, lnc. is the
top leader rn providing existing
buitding documentation.
We measure over 40 miltion
square feet per year. Visit our
website to request a

free quote.

PROVIDING SERVICE FOR

ARCHITECTURAL & MEP

PROFESIONALS:

. 3D LASER SCANNING

. REALITY OAPTURE

3D REVIT MODEL- BIM

. 2D CAD DRAWINGS
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TI{E I=UTURE
OF MATERIAL5

New materials in

development like

two-dimensional
graphene are

allowing architects
and engineers

to imagine

groundbreaking

applications on Earth

and beyond.
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A new generation of specially engineered products and tools
is changing the way architects design and build.

In the pages that follow, we look at a selection of rapidly evolving building materials as well as
the way architects themselves are playing an active role in materials ..r."r.h and development.
Experiments in the lab, studio, and even on-site are yielding results that are inspirationai and
socially responsible, as the profession thinks about accountability notjust to the client but the
public and the planet. Molly Heintz t
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FEATU RE

LIVING IN THE MATERIAL
WORTD OF NERI OXMAN
An upcoming show at MoMA reveals a vision for how biology and the
built environment intersect.

FRED A. BERNSTEIN SPEAKS WITH CURATOR PAOLA ANTONELLI

"The point is not just to display beautiful objects," says

Paola Antonelli, the senior curator of architecture and

design atThe Museum of Modern Art (MoMA). She

is describing "Material Ecology," MoMAs exhibi-

tion on the work of designer Neri Oxman, opening

in February 2020. But Antonelli could be describing

her entire career, in which she has filled galleries at

MoMA and other institutions with striking objects

that also illustrate imPortant principles. For more

than a decade, Antonelli has been following the work
of Oxman, the founder (in 2013) of Massachusetts

Institute of Technology's Mediated Matter Group,

which focuses on the relationship between digital and

biological fabrication in design and architecture.

ls this a retrospective?

It's too early for a retrospectivel Neri is very young.

Shall we call it a mid-career monographic show? More-

over, Curatorial Assistant Anna Burckhardt and I chose

pieces that demonstrate new processes and new materi-

als that are projected toward the future, not reflecting

on the past.

Some of which might be used by architects?

Absolutely. Neri's group is working to develop tools that

architects and engineers will be able to deploy.

Oxman, who originally trained to be a doctor, is

known for her close study of natural systems. Back in

24 OCULUS FALL 2019
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Opposite: Neri Oxman and The Mediated Matter Group's Totems,2O18. Architectural proposal for an environmentally responsive melanin-
infused structure. Created for Design lndaba. Rendering by Eric de Broche des Combes, Luxigon. The glass structure is designed to contain
multiple strains of melanin, naturally obtained on-site and biologically synthesized at the lab. tt provides UV protectjon during the day, while
enabling stargazing upon sunset. A first-of-its-kind biologically augmented fagade, the structure is designed to protect endangered species
on-site and to celebrate the diversity of life on our planet. Above: Neri Oxman and The Mediated Matter Group,s Totems,2olg, Melanins are a
group of pigments ranging in color from yellow to brown. The term "melanin" often refers to eumelanin, a particular type that is brown-black
in color. However, other types, such as pheomelanin (yellow-red in color), also exist. This "library" represents the diversity of melanin, and
includes constituent components of the reactron as well as melanin-containing natural materials, such as feathers and cutilefish ink.
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2008, when we started showing her work at MoMA, she

was trying to understand and mimic nature. She would
look at, say, the bark of a tree and try to distill algorithms
from its growth patterns and surface behaviors, which she

hoped to replicate in, say, building fagades. From there her
work evolved into harnessing nature directly.

Can you give an example?

Silk Paailion.I/, the centerpiece of the upcoming show, is

an architectural demo created by silkworms. A_fter study-
ing silkworms to understand how they behave in different
conditions, Neri and her team created a framework for the
silkworms to become the contractors on a building she

designed. It's a very Italian relationship!

How so?

In Italy, it's considered rude for an architect to draw every
last detail; the architect is expected to rely on the crafts-
person and their expertise. That's the relationship Neri
has with the silkworms: She's the architect and thevte the
expert contractors.

"Neri and her team created a
framework for the silkworms to
become the contractors on a building
she designed." -Paola Antonelli

So there will be silkworms working at MoMA?

There's a silh,vorm blight in the United States right now So
the silkrvorms are working in Italy as we spealg and you'll see

the process recorded on video.The finished pavilion will be at
MoMA.

Are there any other living creatures in the show?

Neri is working with bees and ants, but it's too early for any real
demonstrations.

What other processes will the show display?

There will be demonstrations of the uses of the pigment
melanin at an architectural scale, experiments that could in the
future create biologically augmented fagades that adjust to the
movements and intensity of the sun and other stimuli. And
there will be demonstrations of a process for 3D printing glass.

We will show about adozen of her projects, each accompanied

by detailed explanations ofthe process.

Your show "Broken Nature: Design Takes on Human Survival" (which

ran at the XXll Triennale di Milano through September) had a starfling
premise: that the human race may be coming to an end, but we can

use design to make the end more palatable, more elegant. Does this
show fit that premise?

That is an absolutely accurate description of one of the premises.

This show fits the premise because Neri is one of the leaders of
the field of restorative design,which is about using design to
establish a better relationship with nature.

25



Neri Oxman and

The Mediated

f'latter Group.

Aguahoja 1.2018.

fhe Aguahoja

Artifacts Display:

A catalog

of material

experiments

spanning four
years of research

shows the range

of aesthetics and

behaviors we have

been able to elicit
in medium-to-
large-scale prints

via performative

geometric

toolpaths,
generative design,

bio-composite

distributions,

and variable

fabrication
parameters.

Neri Oxman and

The Mediated

Matter Group.

Silk Pavilion.

2013. A Bombyx

morls ilkworm

deposits silk fiber
on a digitally
fabricated

scaffolding

structu re.
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Neri Oxman on the
infinite possibility
found in nature.
FB: Why should architects look to the
natural world for inspiration?

NO: ln the designed world-due to the
limits of manmade materials and the
technologies used to create them-it is

not yet possible to match the resolu-

tion and sophistication of the natural
world. Bricks are dumber than cells, and
synthetic fibers are yet to fire electrical
signals into the textiles they inhabit.

But what if we can change that by creat-
ing new technologies that can vary the
physical properties of matter at a resolu-
tion and sophistication that approach
that of the natural world? lf bricks were

smart, buildings would likely weigh less,

generate less carbon, and accommodate
multiple functions in real time.

How will your work improve
architecture?

The goal is to enable architects to
overcome the existing mismatch be-
tween homogenous, single-property
materials and environmental forces
(like variable load and variable heat)
by offering methods and technolo-
gies for digitally fabricating variable
optics glass, variable density concrete,
variable strength metals, and so on.

Equally exciting is the ability to print
glass with inner spatial pockets and

channels that can contain other materi-
als, augmenting an architectural faEade

with, for example, photosynthetic
media or biofuel. Think Centre Pompi-
dou without separate parts, but rather
a single and continuous transparent
building skin that can integrate mul-
tiple functions-not unlike the human
skin, which serves as both a barrier
and a filter. The prospect of this design
approach-considering the building
not as a machine but as an organism, a

structure that's made of a single mate-
rial system that can act, at once, as

structure and skin-this thrills me.
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Will the show address climate change?

In recent years I have been trying to address the climate crisis-which is also a po-
litical crisis-in every show I do. In this case, Neri's approach to the current predica-
ment is to workwith nature, learning from natural behaviors and inclu&ng them in
the design and building processes. Itt a step in one ofthe right directions.

ls Neri doing architecture?

She is, and, as she likes to say, her client is nature. Neri is part of a group of architects
and designers, inclu&ng David Benjamin [whose work at columbia university and
at his fum,The Living, explores architectural applications ofbiological systems] and
slylarTibbits [founder of the self-Assembly Lab at Mltwhich focuses on pro-
grammable material technologies],who dont feel the need to define themselves by
finished buildings. Rather, they consider it their mission to develop new approaches
and put them out into the world. It has happened in the past with people like Bucky
Fuller, for instance.

"Think Centre Pompidou without the separate parts,
but rather a single and continuous transparent
building skin that can integrate multiple functions.,,
-Neri Oxman

Neri's work is often very beautiful. ls the urge to make the output look good a distraction
from the goal of teaching people about science?

Some scientists are afraid that if their work is too formally elegant, they wont be
taken seriously. That's always a rislq and Neri is a scientist. But in nature, beauty can
be a statement-away, say,for birds of paradise to atffact the attention of potential
mates.The beauty of Neri's work is also a way to attract attention. My job as curator
is to take advantage ofthis attraction to expose the public to the underhing ideas.

What do you hope architects will take away from the show?

I hope architects will appreciate that the new tools are in their arsenal. And I
hope they will leave with an enormous amount of inspiration. r
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Three faces of in-house R&D show how architecture can harness the environment.

BY JULIA VAN DEN HOUT

In 1.942, at the height of World War II, the United States

Navy reported an urgent need for new emergency splints

to aid in the transport of wounded soldiers. The metal

splints previously used were proving to be more harm-
ful than helpful, as reverberations in the material only
heightened impact on the injured during travel. Design-
ers Charles and Ray Eames responded with a molded

plyvood leg splint, a lightweight construction of thin
layers of veneer. Now collected and displayed by museums

as elegant sculptural pieces, the wood splint was not only
implemented for other military applications during the

war, but was also a crucial first step towards what ulti-
mately became the Eames's hallmark furniture designs.

Today it is not a war effort that occupies our design minds,

but current ecological conditions. The urgency of climate

change has spurred new research and development, and at the

forefront of this effort are offices that have established dedi-

cated in-house R&D teams.

Such offices approach research in a variety ofways-from
project-oriented efforts to large-scale data-driven analyses. As

a result, the outcome of in-house R&D can take many dif-
ferent forms: some may have a physical manifestation, others

are informational only; some have commercial potential as

products, others ofFer valuable data.

At BIG, a firm that has in several ways reshaped our per-

ception of the traditional "architect," R&D often takes on an

entrepreneurial role. In 2015, the office launched an internal

division called BIG Ideas.With dedicated groups in both the

Copenhagen and NewYork offices, BIG Ideas is in large part

positioned as an in-house product design fum, "Weie focusing
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Facing page: The Gople Lamp, a collaboration between BIG ldeas
and Artemide, was primarily designed as a grow lamp to stimulate
photosynthesis indoors. Above: Another collaboration between the firms
Alphabet of Light, is a lighting system that allows designers to create
unique lettering from a set of modular elements.

on elements outside the building itself-things that are outside

the tl,pical scope of an architect's worlq"explains Erik Berg
Kreider, senior industrial designer at BIG Ideas. "It's about
increasing the sphere of influence on our built environment."

While this endeavor within BIG is driven by the firm's
signature fresh mix of curiosity, opportuniry and ambition,
the concept is not exactly new. In essence, after all, this is a
continuation of the notion of the Gesamtkunstuerk. When
the design team has an idea for a 6xture, piece offurni-

"We work to create something that
is tailor-made for what we need, and
something we think would improve a
!iving or working condition."
-Erik Kreider

ture, or system that does not yet exist, the BIG Ideas team
tackles it as a new project. "We work to create something
that is tailor-made for what we need, and something we
think would improve a living or working condition," says

Kreider. Often such projects result in new product designs,
such as the Alphabet of Light, a modular lighting system
that was produced in collaboration with Artemide, an Ital-
ian lighting manufacturer. Through magnetic connections,
any letter can be shaped from illuminated tubing. Another
lighting product that came out of the BIG Ideas ream, in
2016, is its Gople Lamp, a pill-shaped Venerian glass fix-
ture that is described by Artemide as "intertvuining modern
technologies with artisanal traditions."

Top: A plastic-bristled tile developed by the BtG ldeas team forms
a synthetic ski slope at the firm's Amager Bakke/Copenhill project,
which officially opens this October. Bottom: A wind-simulation model
for the Tirpitz Museum in BlSvand on the west coast of Denmark,
completed in 2O1Z
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These custom products may have com-
mercial potential, attractive to anyone

in search ofa beautiful design piece for
their home, but they are often driven by
a larger aim. The Gople Lamp, for ex-

ample, is first and foremost designed as

a grow lamp, stimulating photosynthesis

indoors. Moreover, the BIG Ideas team

also works on research that does not
necessarily result in the same commer-
cially appealing items. For its Amager
Bakke/Copenhill project, a waste-to-
energy plant in Copenhagen, the team

developed a new plastic tile. The product
was an integral element of the artificial
ski slope on the building's roof, with
thin plastic bristles on the interlocking
rectangles simulating the feeling of ski-
ing on snow.

BIG Ideas even takes on large-scale

research projects, developing, among others,

thermal simulation models, urban planning

analyses, and resiliency proposals for cities

like NewYork. As Kreider notes,'A lot of
what we're designing is direcdy informed by

this information. Rather than imposing a

style, design decisions are based on tangible

information."
In2076, KPF established KPF Urban

Interface, or KPFui, to address similar data-

driven urban research projects. Led by Luc
Wilson, the in-house think tank of mul-
tidisciplinary researchers investigates new

,tr

Examples of the computational design workflow developed by KPF Urban Interface

(KPFui) where thousands of massing scenarios are generated and evaluated based

on key project metrics such as views, daylight, and walkability. Above: Models from

815 Water Street in Tampa. Facing page: From KPFUi's report "How To Generate A

Thousand Master Plans," SimAUD 2O19.
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designteams'Thefirm'sDigital "custom tools created for a specific
Practice team then evaluates

thesenewway,or*ortirf"na !.f!lect are evaluated' and if they
createsstrategiesfori*pl.'rn..,t- show potential to be applied to other
ingthemwithinthefirm. projeCts, they will be developed into

Not only do KPF's research- more robust solutions."
driven investigations allow the -Nicholas Desbiens

ways of working with design data, and develops generative
approaches that transform how architects design on a range

of urban scales, from individual buildings to full cities.

At KPR a multi-office international firm with 650
employees, the Urban Interface team takes on a crucial role.
As Nicholas Desbiens, head of Digital Practice, explains

it, research is "fuel for a creative process."The core of the
practice revolves around the architectural project and
internal design studios. Surrounding these, KPFui's applied
research offers an outward-looking approach, searching for
new technologies and how they
may affect the work within the

firm to create in different ways,

but they allow an expansion of
knowledge going into a project. "Project schedules can be

so tight that it helps to be able to come to the table with a

certain skill set and technical sophistication," says Desbiens.
"Research is a way of keeping this skill set sharp."

In a large global practice like KPII a hurdle is how best to
disseminate the research and gained knowledge on a com-
pany-wide level. Here KPFui works closely with Desbiens's

Digital Practice team. As he explains, "Custom tools created

for a specific project are evaluated, and ifthey show potential
to be applied to other projects more generally, they will be de-
veloped into more robust solutions by comparing with similar
approaches and vetting outcomes across different projects."

The fumt dedication to research has paid off, as some of the
most advanced tech companies, Iike Google and IBM, have

come to KPFui for its data-rich methodology. Earlier this year,

the fum's research resulted in an installation with Google's

Sidewalk Labs in Toronto, where visitors were able to interact
with data in a physical way,which served as a tool to gather
public feedback to help inform future design decisions.

While the R&D teams at firms like BIG and KPF work
within the larger framework of the design practice, re-
search is the primary driving force at Terreform One. Set

up as a non-profit "research

consultancy," Terreform One
has an ultrafine focus: "We're
a think tank for ideas about
the ciry especially ideas that
relate to what we call socio-
ecological design." This is

not to be mistaken with "sus-

tainable" and "eco-friendly"
design, which founder
Mitchell Joachim notes are

too frequently employed as empty terms.

Joachim is the first to admit that his adverse response
to these more traditional labels may be a limitation.
"Socio-ecological design is a mouthful," he says, "and it
stinks from a branding perspective." More imperative
here, however, is the need to solve problems. "We have

the statistics," he adds. "We have the ability to author
designs that do make sense and have a relationship to the
Earth's metabolism." First and foremost, Terreform One's
goal is therefore to "design against extinction," a tagline
that should catch anyone's attention. With rapid climate
change, species are disappearing at an unimaginable rate.
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Right and

opposite page:

Terreform One's

eight-story
commercial
building in Nolita

will have a fagade

the designers

describe as

"a permeable

vertical meadow,"
a double-skin

facade with an

open garden that
will serve as a

sanctuary for the

Monarch butterfly.

As Joachim explains, this is a problem that affects many

different disciplines and areas of thought. While this
means it is a daunting challenge to address, it is also our

most urgent crisis to solve.

Terreform One's strategy is simple: "Everything we

do involves the living organism. So when it comes to

materials or how we approach architecture, we perform

research that directly involves a living organism. We are

in the service of making sure this particular organism is

thriving in the architected environment that we provide

for them."

Joachim has carved out his niche after working for
what most would consider "traditional" architecture

firms. He spent time in the offices of Frank Gehry and

I.M. Pei, but began his research trajectory in a research

fellowship with Moshe Safdie. "We would ask ques-

tions like,'What is a tall building?"'says Joachim. "It's
so simple, and you look through this massive wall of
knowledge, and you try to find out what is that missing

brick and how can you solve it?"

"We have the ability to author
designs that do make sense and
have a relationship to the Earth's
metabolism." -Mitchell Joachim

Terreform One's practice is predicated on the same

kind of research methodology: A research project will be-

gin with the hard questions, the team will educate itself as

much as possible, and then the team will bring in experts

ofall kinds to further develop the approach.

While research is Terreform One's primary occupation,

its expertise has resulted in design commissions. For a new

project in New York, an eight-story commercial building
on Cleveland Place, the client requested an ecological ap-

proach. While initially hesitant about taking on a commer-

cial design project,Joachim and his team saw it as an op-

portunity to create a safe habitat for the Monarch butterfly,

which is native to New York, but increasingly disappearing.
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"We thought that would be a great semiotic to project at a

building in New York Ciry" says Joachim. With a semi-en-
closed but porous double-skin, the building will offer spaces

for caterpillar nurseries, milkweed growth, and production;
storage areas for chrysalides; and places for adult butterflies
to mate. The building will also include pollinated gardens
on the roof an education center, and courtyards to further
serve as sanctuaries for the butterflies. For this project, "the
monarch was our client," explains Joachim.

Certainly, not every firm has the resources to invest
in a dedicated R&D team, but the value of research and
development, especially when brought in-house, is clear.
It offers an increased level ofcontrol over every detail ofa
project, allowing custom design solutions that can be more
consciously developed. And it expands the skill set and
voice ofthe architect, both for building projects and as a

key player in the future of the city. As Desbiens suggests,

the advantages of research within practice may even offer
value on a disciplinary level: "There is a lot ofroom for
investigation into how architects do their work-looking
at our own creative process and how we generate ideas,

seeing how projects change over time, and learning from
past projects." t

Below: Terreform One's pro.iects each have the goal of serving living
organisms. The group's Cricket Shelter (right) is based on the premise
that harvesting insects for food typically takes 3OO times less water
for the same amount of protein generated by livestock farming.
Designed to deliver both food and human shelter, the modular, edible-
insect farm (left) can serve distressed populations as well as advanced
economic regions that wish to foster alternative food sources.
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MATERIAT INNOVATION ON.SITE
During construction, architects are using both futuristic and low-tech
methods to create better, more sustainable buildings.

BY NATALIE DUBOIS

What does material innovation look like in architecture

today? As architects push for greener, healthier designs,

material selection becomes ever more important. Dr. Andrew
Dent, executive vice president of research for Material Con-
neXion, a New York-based consultancy for designers with
an in-house materials library considers a material innovative
"if it moves the trajectory of a materialt journey forward in
some way."While he has great hope for bio-based materials

in the future, he notes the challenge is that very few natural

materials, whether spider silk or algae, last as long as we want

them to. "So, for us, innovation is taking existing materials

and finding better and more sustainable ways of using them,"
Dent said. "There is no such thing as sustainable materials. It
all depends on how you use them."

Two projects nearing completion, both firsts of their
kind, demonstrate this incremental approach to innovative,

sustainable materials in different ways. One South First, a

new mixed-use building by COOKFOX under construc-
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Facing page: The precast concrete
panels of One South First's fagade.
This page, from top: A drone shot of
panel mockups at Gate Precast's plant;

installation of the panels in October
2018; an elevation drawing of the
building's east-west residential faCade.

tion along the Williamsburg, Brook-
lyn, waterfront, embraced futuristic
technologies to create its precast
concrete fagade with large-format 3D
printed molds. Harvard HouseZero,
a single-family residential retrofit in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, went back
to basics by sourcing the most natural
materials that the architect, Snohetta,
could source locally.

The precast concrete fagades of One
South First-a 42-story building com-
posed of two interconnected towers,
whose shape was determined by SHoP
Architects h a 2073 master plan for
the Domino Sugar Refinery site-were
inspired by the material that used to
be produced there: sugar. In crystals or
cube form, sugar is geometric, reflec-
tive, and textural but sharp. Precast's

material properties suited the concept,
explained COOKFOX architects Pam
Campbell and Arno Adkins, who were
partner-in-charge and co-manager of
the project, respectively. Furthermore,
they wanted the building skin to "do

something performative as opposed
to just aesthetic," said Campbell. "The

shaping of the fagade, which was more
simply possible because of the use of
precast, was all about solar strategies."
The windows, whose metal frames are

cleverly concealed by the precast, were
factory-installed into the panels. The
concrete partially shades the windows,
contributing some energy savings

"There is no such thing
as sustainable materials.
It all depends on how
you use them."
-Andrew Dent
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Harvard's Housezero project began with a single-family house which

was retrofitted to become a prototype for energy-efficiency.

by taking into account each fagade's solar orientation, but

necessitating an extra-deep (20-inch) panel with a lot of
variation. COOKFOX brought on Gate Precast, an archi-

tectural and structural precast comPany headquartered in

Jacksonville, Florida, early in the project.

Gate Precastt senior vice president ofengineering, Steve

Brock, had already been working with Oak Ridge National

Laboratory on 3D printed molds for precast concrete when

they became involved on the Domino Sugar project.Tia-

ditionally, custom precast molds are made out ofwood and

assembled by skilled carpenters. With One South First's very

tight schedule, Dean Gwin, president of Gate, noted that the

company "simply didnt have the mold-building craftsman

available for that many molds." So it became the first building

to employ this new technology for precast concrete molds.

"It was a research project, because it had never been done on

the scale we were trying to do it," said Brock. He explained

there was a lot of trial and error: which plastic to print with
(they used an ABS plastic with carbon fiber reinforcement);

how much material to use in the print (not overprinting or

underprinting); and whether the concrete in the molds would

vibrate properly (to get air bubbles out). "They just came out

requiring less work after the concrete was cast in our yard

than the wood ones would," Brock said. This is partially due to

the nature of the 3D printed mold itself.

Fresh out of the 3D printer, a mold has a corduroy texture

from the layers of material built up by the printing process'

Then it gets sanded down by a CNC machine.te result is

a much smoother and sharper panel than one can achieve

with wood molds, which require coatings and caulking over

joints and seams to make them watertight for pouring.This

perfectly suited the crystalline geometry that was desired for

One South First.The architects decided to polish the fat
front faces of the panel, highlighting the concrete aggregate-

a very bright white sand with mica particles-while the

angled faces, which slope away from the glass, were treated

with an acid wash. "It's got that slightly sugary feel to it-not
super smooth, but not heavily textured," said Campbell. "You

get these really crisp edges, which highlighted the design idea

in the first place: this play oflight and reflection, shadow and

shade." Over 100 different panel types were produced.

The 3D printing process allowed for the variation needed

for the solar shading at a speed, cost, and aesthetic that fit
the needs of the project. But ABS plastic with carbon fiber

is not the most environmentally friendly material' although

experiments by the University ofTennessee are working to

re-pelletize the material to be printed with again. What most

excites Brock of Gate Precast is their work with Oak Ridge

on a bio-mold composed of polylactic acid, which is derived
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More Than Just a
Pretty Fagade
The 3D printed mold opens the door to new creative free-
doms for architects and potentially more opportunities for
ornamentation. That's exactly what architect John Meyeri
founder and managing partner of EDG Architecture and
Engineering, is exploring with his new company, Modern
Ornamental, launching later this year.

The company was born of the desire to find a cost-
effective way to replicate historic architectural fagades.
Meyer said his staff has been working on the research and
development of their technology for five or six years, con-
ducting hundreds of tests and experiments. Featuring very
intricate and complex details, every mold and concrete
mix is unique to each project. Modern Ornamental will
offer the possibility of conserving older fagades, preserv-

ing the architectural fabric as well as the environment by
reducing demolition and new construction. lt will also offer
the ability to create new custom fagades from scratch.

A rendering of a facade constructed with precast concrete from 3D
printed molds illustrates the creative possibilities of EDG,s technology.

The firm is working on an app-like interface that will allow
clients to toggle project parameters, such as pattern, texture,
shape, color, window frames, sills, and lintels. "l think this is

the beginning of the next era of creative design," Meyer said,
"where architects and designers are what they set out to be:
sculptors, creators-people envisioning a unique building and
fagades. Now it will be possible."
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from plant starch, and wood flour, a byproduct of the furni-
ture industry in the area. Additionally, combining 3D printed
molds with ultra-high-strength concrete or lightweight
concrete, which both have sustainable benefits, when printing
costs come down.

In Cambridge, Harvard's Center for Green Buildings and
Cities (CGBC) and Snohetta converred a single-family house
near the university's campus into a Jiving laborutory and proto-

ryp*which has never been

done before-in the hope of
demonstrating and learning

how we can retrofit existing

housing stock to be radically

more eficient.The house

requires almost zero energy to

"lnsulation is one of the highest
carbon materials that goes into the
house. So reducing the carbon there,
without affecting the performance,

such as white cedar shingles, birch plywood, and recycled
brick. Dorf cited both the Living Building Challenge and
Harvardt Office for SustainabiJity for having helpful lists of
materials and chemicals to cross-reference selections against.

The white cedar shingles, for example, illustrate the
decision-making process behind the projectb material
choices.The house is in a historic district, so the exterior
cladding needed to fit in aesthetically in order to get con-

struction approval. White
cedar is local to the region,
and the architects left the
shingles untreated since
cedar has a natural oil in
it, so it does not require
a finish. This means less

maintenance and there-
fore less chemical use,

over time. To clean the

operateandhaszerocarbon was really critiCal." -Aaron Dorf
emissions, including embod-

ied carbon within materials.

If One South F irstt material approach was high-tech,
Harvard HouseZero's approach was low-tech. Architect
Aaron Dor{, the director of the project, explained that the
firm achieved these ambitious goals in part through very care-
ful material selection. "We really need to find ways to radically
or incrementally reduce the emissions of building practice,"
he said. "The most direct way to do that is to seek out the
most natural and nearest source of materials that also require
the most minimal amount of processing."Accordingly, the
house employed a variety of locally-sourced, natural materials,

shingles, all that is needed is water and vinegar.
One product that was particularly challenging to source

was insulation. Dorf noted that "insulation is one of the high-
est carbon materials that goes into the house. So reducing the
carbon there, without affecting the performance, was really
critical."They wanted a non-petroleum based insulation, but
the [pes of products they were looking at arerit as prevalent
in the U.S. market as they are in Europe or Canada. "There
are things that get eliminated because they carit be sourced or
sourced fast enough," he said.
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To reduce carbon

emissions, the

architects employed

locally-sourced

materials as much as

possible, including

untreated white

cedar shingles (left)

and recycled denim

fiber insulation
(risht).

The team eventually selected a wood fiberboard insulation for exterior walls

above grade and a recycled denim fiber insulation for interior walls. (The impor-

tance of the house's material selections is such that Harvard does not want to

release specific product information until the house has been tested for at least

a year).The insulation selected required Snohetta to entirely rethink the wall

cavity construction, ensuring constant ventilation like a rainscreen, as well as the

construction process itself. It was its own education, Dorf explained. "We had to

basically make them tent the house over during the construction process,"he said,

"because you have these water-sensitive things that will be great once they're firlly

sheathed. But in the interim, you cant leave them exposed to the elements. We had

to make sure you treat this building differently at every step of the way."

While the material approach to Harvard HouseZero was rooted in the natural,

the project itself employed the latest technologies to the fullest. It has hundreds

of temperature, humidiry air speed, air pressure, and occupancy sensors embedded

throughout,which creates a real-time computational fluid dynamic model of the

structure for the CGBC. "It's like when you see them make CGI movies: all the

key vertices on a body are measured with a node to recreate how the body worls

with a computational model," explained Dorf. The house's systems are reprogram-

mable so the CGBC can experiment with different algorithms to operate it; Dorf
thinla the software and algorithms being developed will be applicable to the build-
ing industry in the future.

To be innovative with architectural materials is tough, Dent from Material Con-

neXion admits, because there are maintenance and even safety concerns with using

new products. "The problem with architecture is that you need the new innovation

thatt just been found, that's amazing, to last for the next 70 years-which is really

hard to expect for any innovation," he said. But precisely because ofthe long life

span ofbuildings, ifarchitects can get it right theret "an opportunity to create a

real change."

On the surface, neither One South First nor Harvard HouseZero aPPears

radically different from other projects of their kind. But the details tell a different

story: incremental improvements in how materials are made and selected reveal the

potential for advancing architecture in critical ways. I

PROJECT TEAMS
One South First
Architect: COOKFOX Architects, DPC

Richard Cook, FAIA, Partner
Pam Campbell, Partner
Arno Adkins, Senior Associate
Adam Beaulieu, Associate
Avnee Jetley
Seth Brunner
Shira Grossman
Client: Two Trees
Architect of Record: dencityworks architecture
Master Plan: SHoP
Structural: Rosenwasser Grossman, Consulting
Engineers
MEP: Dagher Engineering
Civil: Philip Habib and Associates
Geotechnical: GeoDesign lnc.

Exterior Wall Consultant: Vidaris/Laufs
Engineering Design
Energy Modeling: YRG/WSP
Acoustic: Longman Lindsay
Landscape: Field Operations
Haruard Housezero
Lead Architect, Landscape Architect & lnterior
Designer: Snohetta
Tine Hegli
Aaron Dorf
Dennis Rijkhoff
Matt Mcl"lahon
Anne-Rachel Schiffmann
Karli Molter
Max Obata
PAI Eide Hasselberg
Claire Fellman
Client: Harvard Center for Green Buildings and

Cities
Energy/Climate Engineer: Skanska Teknikk
(Norway)
Structural Engineering: Silman Associates

MEP/FP Ensineering, Lighting: BR+A

Civil Engineering: Bristol Engineering
BAS/Controls/Natural Ventilation System:

WindowMaster
Acoustics: Brekke & Strand Akustikk
Code & Accessibilityr Jensen Hughes
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ItVBODItD tN[RGY:
A PRIN/IR TOR ARCHITTCTS
By Fred A. Bernstein

Two-and-a-half-tri11ion square feet. That's the equivalent of
50 New York cities, and it's the amount of new construc-

tion the world can expect to see in the next 40 years, if
current trends continue. Meanwhile, the climate is in
crisis, with the need to reduce emissions more urgent
each day.

Buildings are responsible for nearly 400/o of tottl
greenhouse gas emissions, which makes the challenge

to architects clear: find ways to use less energy-or else,

And that includes embodied energy.

What is embodied energy?

Simply put, it's the energy expended to make a build-
ing. It's normally expressed in megajoules.

How is embodied energy computed?

Take the windows in a new office building. You'd need

to add up the energy expended to extract the raw mate-

rials, make the glass, shape it, coat it, crate the finished
windows, ship them to the site, lift them into position,
and so on. You could also add the energy needed to
maintain the glass and, eventually, to remove and re-

cycle it. A calculation that includes those final steps is

called a life-cycle assessment (LCA). Doing that for all
the materials in a building comprises a whole building
life-cycle assessment (WBLCA).

How is embodied carbon different from embodied energy?

Energy is "cleaner" in some places than in others. For
example, power in the Pacific Northwest is generally

produced hydroelectrically, while power in China tends

to be produced by burning coal. So, while it takes the

same amount of energy to make rebar in either loca-
tion, rebar from China can have up to six times the

embodied carbon as rebar from, say, the Nucor steel

mill in Seattle.

Six times as much?

Yes. So where a building product comes from really
matters.

And that means embodied carbon is a better measure than

embodied energy?

Yes. It reflects what really matters, environmentally: the

amount of carbon being released into the atmosphere. Itt
normally be expressed as tons of CO2e--that is, of CO2 and

its equivalents.

Shouldn't architects focus on making buildings more efficient to light

and cool?

Reducing the amount of energy it takes to operate a finished

building is important. But the energy embodied in a building
can be as much as 5070 ofthe energy used to operate a building
in its first 50 years. And as the amount of energy needed to op-

erate buildings decreases, thanks to improvements in materials

and systems, the relative importance of embodied energy will
only increase.

To put it even more starkly, according to the UN Envi-
ronment - Global Status Report2078, nearly one-third of
building-related emissions, or 1.1o/o of total emissions, come

from embodied, as opposed to operational, energy.

l've heard it's also important to look at the "time value of carbon."

What does that mean?

When thinking about the impact greenhouse gases have on the

environment, what matters is not just how much carbon a pro-

cess releases, but when that carbon is released. (Carbon released

todaywill be in the air longer, and thus will do more damage

to the environment, than carbon emitted 20 years from now.)

Once a building has been constructed, the embodied carbon

has already been emitted, whereas carbon from operations will
be released over time.

As stated by Anthony Pak, an LCA consultant based in
Vancouver, Canada, "If we dont reduce emissions now and end

up triggering some tipping points as a result, it may not matter

how energy-efficient our buildings are 60 years from now."

What's the best way to decrease the embodied energy in a building?

Tiy to reuse an existing building. Ifyou cant do that, try to
build less. Half the building means half the embodied en-

ergy-nothing complicated about that calculation.
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What if I can't build less?

Then choose materials with the lowest embodied carbon among
the available options.

There are so many options. Where do I begin?

Start where you can do the most good. "structural systems

almost always comprise the largest source of embodied carbon
in the building-up to 8070, depending on the building type,"
says Paula Melton, editorial director of BuildingGreen. If the
structure is concrete, try using a low-cement variety. (By some
estimates, production of Pordand cement is responsible for
5o/o of totd, global CO2 emissions.) If the structure is steel,

try to use as litde as possible. (Diagonally braced frames,
for example, tend to use far less steel than moment frames.)
And use recycled steel-better yet, steel rerycled using clean
energy-whenever possible.

ls wood always a good choice, in terms of embodied energy, since

trees store carbon?

Scientists are all over the place on this.tat's why Kate
Simonen, an embodied carbon expert at the University of
Washington, advises architects to choose the material thatt
best for a given project, then use itjudiciously. "Ifyou take the

^yerage 
concrete building and compare it to the average wood

building, you might see that many different studies show
wood tends to have a lower carbon footprint," she notes. "That
doesnt say you couldnt have optimized the concrete system to
be at a similar level."

ls there an easy way to compare different options?

Two online tools dominate the U.S. market 
-Athena 

Impact
Estimator and Tally. Another program worth checking out is
One Click LCA. And a free-to-use, open-source embodied
carbon calculator, EC3,will be released at the Greenbuild con-
ference inAdanta in November.

Doesn't LEED already handle this?

Hardly. Under LEED v4.1, you can get up to five points for
performing a WBLCA. But you can also get points for doing
things thatwill increase the embodied carbon in a building.

How can that be?

The two energygoals----cutting embodied energy and cutting
operational energy--ran be at odds.To choose the simplest
o<ample: The better insulated your building is, the less energy it
will take to heat and cool. But it takes energy to make insula-
tion, transport it, and install it. So, in that case, decreasing the
operational energ;r-which can get you LEED points-re-
quires increasing the embodied energy.

ls there a certification system that is better on the question of embodied

carbon?

The Living Building Challenge is a certification system that "sets

the bar where it needs to be," says Eric Corey Freed, an architect,
author, and advocate based in Pordand, Oregon.

What is the government doing about embodied energy?

Good question. InJune, U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar introduced
a bill to "require transparenry in reporting the greenhouse gas

impacts of products procured by certain federal 4gencies." That's
a start. Califomia already has a law, being phased in over the next
two years, that*ill h+ the state procure building materials that
meet certain global warming potential targets. Other states are

looking at similar "buy dean' legislation.

What about city governments?

There are scaftered efforts. Vancouver, as part of its Climate Emer-
genry Response, has called for a 4U/o reduction in the embodied
carbon of new buildings and infrastruchue from a 2018 baseline.

And in New York?

The private sector is taking the lead. For example,Amanda
Kaminsky, founder of Building Product Ecosystems, a consult-
ing firm, is working with developers and two city agencies to
replace up to 40lo of the Pordand cement in new concrete with
regionally-rerycled glass. According to Kaminsky, the change
lowers the concrete's embodied carbon because manufactruing
cement produces much more CO2 than is produced cleaning and
grinding the necessary quantity ofglass.

What is the AIA doing?

National AIA has several initiatives, including "developing a

framework to track embodied carbori'in response to a 2018 letter
from 50 architecture and engineering flrms, according to spokes-
man Matt Tinder. AIA New York, through its Comminee on rhe
Environment,will sponsor a panel discussion on the wa1,s material
choices,layout, and structural efficiency can reduce embodied
carbon (J*urry 16 at the Center for Architectue).

How do we persuade clients to care about embodied energy?

Talk dollars and cents.The best way to reduce embodied energ;r

is to use less snrff And less stuffcosts less money.You can also tell
your commercial or institutional clients that, right now, focusing
on embodied carbon is a way to dif[erentiate themselves from their
competitors, by demonstrating leadership on this important issue.

With thanks to Donald Daoies of Magnusson Klernencic zllssoci-

ates, Stacey Srnedley of Skanska, Martin Tbnu of Walter P Moore,
FrancesYang ofArup, and tlte experts guoted above.
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WILL THIS IVATERIAL CHANGT

THt WAY \A/t BUILD?
Graphene is strong, lightweight, water-resistant-and so much more. lf it lives up to its promise,

it may transform architecture.

By Katherine Fung

Last year, researchers at the University of Exeter in South

West England announced they had successfi.rlly incorporated

fakes ofgraphene into concrete. The result was twice as strong

as traditional concrete, with half the mass. Itt just one of the

many ways that scientists believe graphene will revolutionize

architecrure and construction.

Since its discovery in 2004, graphene has been touted as a

"mkacle" materiai. The substance, which is derived from graph-

ite mined from the Earth, is stronger than steel and higtrly

water-resistant, yet so lightweight itt the only 2D material in

the world. It also conducts heat and electricity efficiently. All
that means graphene could enhance every element of buildings,

including flood-proof foundations, highly fire-resistant walls,

anti-corrosive paint, and solar roofs.

But, for all the buzz, the graphene-based house of the funue

doesdt exist quite yet.That's in part because researchers are still

testing and developing graphene-enhanced building materials.

"Theret a huge gap between a research lab where someone

says,'Aha, I've got a square centimeter of graphene-enhanced

concrete that can stand up to something like a nuclear blast,'

and how in the world you mass produce that so itt usefirl to

somebody," said Les Johnson, co-author ofthe 2018 book

Grapbene: Zhe Supers trong Supert hin, and Superversatile Material

That Will Revolutionize the World.

One day, adding the substance to fiberglass rebar and con-

crete for fagades could decrease the amount of materials needed

to construct a building-and ultimately, the project's carbon

footprint. Once those products become available on the market,

though, it could still take some time before architects' builders,

and local municipalities embrace them.

Terrance Barkan is the executive director of the Graphene

Council, a network of universities and companies developing

uses for graphene. "Until there have been tests done to meet

all ofthe strength requirements, and graphene gets added to

building code specifications," he said, "no one's going to build

with it."
Another challenge is that scientists havent figured out how

to mass produce continuous sheets ofgraphene yet; all the

graphene that's produced now is in the form of tiny flakes. But

Johnson and his co-author,Joseph Meany, said that some of

the most o<citing innovations will requle the material to be in

sheet form. Meany imagines that when that happens, superthin

layers ofgraphene could potentially be used to reinforce retain-

ing walls, create entire walls that conduct electricity and insulate

homes, and harness solar energy. But that technology is still a

long way off.

The good news is that researchers around the world are r^c-

ing to get there. Last year, scientists at Massachusetts Institute

ofTechnology made major strides toward developing a tech-

nique for producing consistendy high-quality graphene sheets.

Several hundred people are working on graphene-enhanced

composite materials, like fiberglass rebar, at Oakridge Na-

tional Lab in Knoxville,Tennessee.The United States, China,

and other countries have federal initiatives funding research

Superthin layers of graphene could
potentially be used to reinforce
retaining walls, create entire walls that
conduct electricity and insulate homes,
and harness solar energy.

Graphene modulators have the potential to be one of the key building

blocks for 5G technology.
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at companies and universities, because whoever develops

technologies for producing graphene and practical uses for
the material first will have a huge economic advantage. The
E.U., for example, is funding a one-billion-euro initiative
known as Graphene Flagship, a consortium of academics

and industrial researchers aiming to bring applied uses of
graphene into European society within the decade. While
some private investors have been disappointed with the pace

of development, many are still hoping to ride the wave of
graphene-based products when they finally become available

to the public.
Scientists have also made major progress in producing

graphene flakes that can be incorporated into other materi-
als. As a result, graphene-enhanced consumer products, like
golfballs, sneakers, and eyeglass frames, have exploded onto
the market in the past year. Barkan said that glass products
and paving stones containing graphene-which promise
extra strength and less color fading, respectively-are already
available to the construction industry, even though manu-

Clockwise from left:
Graphenea, a partner of
the Graphene Flagship,
produces scalable and
high-quality graphene for
electronics; the lstituto
Italiano di Tecnologia
together with the University
of Rome Tor Vergata and
TEI Crete use graphene's

excellent electrical
properties to evolve a

solution to generate clean
energy for a sustainable
future; the KTH Royal

lnstitute of Technology in

Stockholm uses graphene
photodetectors to identify
the "molecular fingerprint"
of diseases.

facturers may not disclose it because they want to protect their
formulas.

Another innovation thatt on the market now is graphene-
enhanced paint. Earlier this year, the UK-based company
Applied Graphene Materials announced an initial run of spray
paint under the brand Hycote.The addition ofgraphene allows

the coating-which is two to three times tougher tlan regular
paint-to prevent rust.

The Ford Motor Company is already using graphene in its
F-150 and Mustang cars.The company discovered that adding
graphene to po\urethane created an engine cover that dis-
sipated heat 3070 more quickly than in previous models, while
also reducing noise.

As more investment flows in, Barkan also warns about
ensuring the quality of the products companies are promising.
Graphene is a nanomaterial, undetectable to the human eye.

The equipment to test the material costs over a million dollars.
"Unless you test what you have, you have no idea what's in it,"

Barkan said. "Consumers are at the merry of the companies."
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tV ASS T ItV B tR
GOING IVAINSTRTAI\I
By Alex Ulam

Cross-laminated timber (CLT), a relatively new building
product in the U.S., is touted as a more environmentally

friendly and lower-cost alternative to concrete and steel, but

currendy it is not permitted under New York City building

codes and those of many other municipalities. That is about

to change, thanks to provisions in the 2015 International

Building Code that the city is on track to adopt next year.

The incolporation of CLI into the city's building codes is

welcomed by proponents such as New York City developer

Jeff Spiritos who, with SHoP Architects, had planned to

build the cityt first CLI high-rise building on West 18th

Street in Manhattan several years ago. That project received

national attention because it was the recipient of the U.S.

Tall Wood Building Prize, established under the 2015

Timber Innovation Act passed by Congress. But Spiritos

said he had to shelve the development in large part because

of the cumbersome process of obtaining the necessary special

permits from the NYC Department of Buildings.

Currendy, Spiritos has several multifamily CLI projects

underway: two in New Haven, Connecticut, and one in
New Rochelle, NewYork, which are being designed by the

firm Gray Organschi Architecture. Spiritos says he is inspired

to build with CLT out of a concern for the environment but

also because of cost savings, especially in a city like NewYork,
where labor costs are high. "Wood is a renewable resource and

it is environmentally imperative when you consider that build-

ings contribute 40o/o to 500/o of greenhouse gases," he says. "On

average, mass timber projects in New York City will be 10% to

200lo less expensive overall than block and plank, concrete, or

stee1."

The code changes will be much less costly and make it easier

for architects to get approvals for mass timber buildings, says

Andrew Ruff, senior associate at Gray Organschi Architecture.

He notes that currendy, "You have to show all your numbers,

which is possible, but requires a design team that is willing to

go through all these steps."

Back in the 1800s, most of the buildings in U.S. were built
from wood, but urban fires and new building technologies

spurred changes. Now, innovations in timber technology that

address fireproofing issues combined with an appreciation of
the environmental benefits of building with wood is reawak-

ening an interest in the material. There are several new recently
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Left: Cross-laminated timber (CLT) from a new factory
Iaunched by Katerra in the Spokane Valley in Washington. The
facility aims to produce the largest volume of CLT in North
America. Right: The Catalyst Building, a five-story CLT office
building currently under construction in Spokane, is being
built from Katerra-manufactured CLT. Bottom: ln Brooklyn,
32O Wythe Avenue (pictured) and 36O Wythe Avenue in
Williamsburg, designed by Flank Architecture, use nail-
laminated timber and are the first mass timber structures built
in NYC in over 1OO years.

completed mid-rise buildings in Brooklyn that incorporate
nail-laminated timber, a wood technology from the 19th cen-
tury which is curendy permited under NYC Building codes.

Those buildings, designed by Flank Architecture, are report-
edly the first new brick-and-beam structures built in the city
in the past hundred years.

However, Cl-ltl 
" 

mass timber product, offers significant
advantages over nail-laminated timber. It is considered strong
enough for taller structures and can also be used throughout
an entire building. CLT consists of sheets ofjointed wood
members stacked crosswise and glued together on their wide
faces, which provides dual-span strength, as opposed to nail-
laminated timber, which provides only single-span strength.
Concerns about seismic and fireproofing issues were a major
disincentive to using CLI in large-scale urban buildings, but
testing by the International Code Council has paved the way
for its adoption into building codes.

CLI has been on the market for about 25 yeas,and it has

made inroads in Europe, most notably Austria, which has the
world's largest mass timber industry. In England there are

about 600 buildings made from the material, including criti-

o'On average, mass timber projects in
New York City will be 1A% to 20% less
expensive overall than btock and plank,
concrete, or steel." -Jeff Spiritos

cally acclaimed structures such as the nine-story Murray Grove
in London, designed by Waugh Thistleton Architects. That
structure took only 49 weeks to build, whereas an equivalent
concrete structure would have tlpically takenT2 weeks.

In addition to being significandy lighter in weight than
concrete, CLI involves less construction waste and, because

it can be craned into place, takes up less space on city sffeets
during construction projects. "The real game changer with CLI
has been that you can use it as a floor,"says Kenneth Brand,
vice president of codes and compliance at the American Wood
Council. "There is no need to shore it underneath and hold it
together for several days; it is ready as soon as it is in place."

The 2015 International Building Code allows CLI buildings
of six stories or 85 feet high. According to Brand, however, the
big impJications for dense urban environments such as New
York City will be in the new 2021" International Building Code,
which he says will allow 18-story buildings.

The acceptance of CLI by municipal building departments
should hasten acceptance of other mass timber products com-
ing to market, most notably mass plywood, a new material
composed of plywood veneers. In August, Mass Plyvrood,
manufactured by Freres Lumber in Oregon, received approval
for use as a structural material from the APA -The Engineered
Wood Association. Mass plywood, according to Freres's web-
site, has greater minimum design values in cross sections than
does CLf and it also allows for more custom tailoring to meet
the needs ofthe end user.

For Spiritos, the incorporation of new wood technologies
into building codes cannot come fast enough. "In the past 50

years, construction costs have increased 10 timesr" he says. "We
have been building the same way for a long time; we need to
fundamentally change the way we build to reduce environmen-
tal and construction costs."
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THt SOTT PO\A/tR OF ITFE
Tensile strength, light weight, thermal efficiency, variable transparency, and UV stability make ethylene
tetrafluoroethylene a miracle material-at least in the right contexts.

By Bill Millard

The Shed, the new Hudson Yards performance space by Diller

Scofidio + Renfro (DSR) and Rochvell Group, has rapidly

established a high profile in Manhattans arts world.Two features

of its McCourt Space are particularly eye-catching: its kinetic

steel framework and quiltJike cladding.The infated cushions of
translucent white ethylene tetrafuoroethylene (ETFE), light and

flexible enough to allow for the operable frame and other efEcien-

cies with materials and energy, proclaim that this institution plays

by brand-new rules.

The light, transparent, chemically inert polymer, a relative

of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE or Teflon), was developed

by DuPont in the 1950s. Used as an insulator in pneumatic-

cushion designs in the U.S., it has become a cladding material

elsewhere, particularly in Europe, since the 1980s. It is espe-

cially well suited to facilities with long horizontal or angled

spans where glass would be troublesomely heavy: the National

Aquatics Center (Water Cube)

by Arup and various partners

for the 2008 Beijing Olympics;

Herzog & de Meuron's Al\anz
Arena in Munich, Germany,

and Beijing National Stadium

(Bird's Nest); Nicholas Grim-
shaw's Eden Project in Corn-

wall, England; and Foster and

Partnerst Khan Shatyr Entertainment Center in Kazakhstan.

More recendy, American architects are adopting ETFE as a

solution to structural, thermal, and other challenges,with mini-
mal maintenance (it's slick enough to clean itself during rainfall)

and an aesthetic bonus in the form ofdaylight. Itt sustainable,

too: since it is ultraviolet-stable, it avoids slow discoloration and

has held up well in European buildings for 20 or more years.

HKS fuchitects's angular roof on the U.S. Bank Stadium in
Minneapolis, home of the Vikings and the 2018 Super Bowl,

introduced ETFE to mainstream U.S. audiences in 2016. HKS's

forthcoming stadium for the Los Angeles Rams,with ETFE
forming an open canopy, finesses the distinction between en-

closed and open-air structues.

Fritting or repetitive-pattern digital printing allows fine-

tuning of translucencies, from 950/o transparent to off-white,

smoky-black, or other colors at 7 5o/o to 850/o; ETFE is never

completely opaque. US Bank Stadium uses 650lo fritting on a

threeJayer pillow inflated to about 6 psf, saysJohn Hutchings,

PrOperly deplOyed, ETFE iS a game ingasspecialtystructureconsul-

changer, offering most of the advantages tant'andcompletedin20l3'The

of glass, plus novel benefits, at about Po;llcolherewelcomesparons

l/looth of the weisht. :i*,5:':^:Ti":3,]:Deneatn a sweepmg canopy or

FA[A, principal and sports director at HKS. "The fust game I went

to," he reports, "people were wearing sunglass es.I thotght, W ae

done itlWewere able to achieve an indoor stadium that felt like you

were outdoors in the elements."

ETFE,like any new technology, generates both enthusiasm

and skepticism. Early adopters recognize the reasons for its popular-

ity while cautioning about its rT rlnerabilities. Properly deployed, it is

a game changer, offering most ofthe advantages ofglass, plus novel

benefits, at about 1/100th the weight. Incautiously applied, it could

become material science's version of the Edsel.Its future depends

on how well architects and engineers consider its properties and

integrate it into systems.

DSR Associate Principal Charles Berman, AIA, views the Shed

as the New York markett "icebreaker" for the material, yet it is not

the area's fust.That honor belongs to the Empire City Casino and

Raceway in Yonkers, NY, designed by Studio V's Jay Valgora, AIA,
AICB with Nic Goldsmith of
FTL Architecture and Engineer-

ETFE on a light steel framework

OwnerTim Rooneyasked

for "something that would be iconic and reposition his property,"

says Valgora.Inspired by the gridshells of Frei Otto (Goldsmitht

one-time employer) and Robert Maillart's predilection for light, eF

ficient designs, the two designers envisioned a form that would "leap

up out of the hillside, so it grows out of the geometry of the site,"

says Valgora. He and Goldsmith derired the frame from a torus

segment, modeling its curves as a digital equivalent of the chains

Antonio Gaudi hung to derive catenary curves for the Sagrada

Familia in Barcelona.

Valgora cites Roland Barthest credo balancing vision and

execution ("Architecture is alwal.s dream and function, o<pression

of a utopia and instrument of a convenience") and finds ETFE as

practical as it is gracefill. Covering the #d with ETFE foil rather

than glass allowed for lightness and economy: the column-free

framet steel members are only eight inches in diameter (12 inches

for the larger edge elements), and the design accommodates wind

uplift as well as gravity loads. And, in case of fue, ETFE evaporates

almost instandy rather than buming, obviating a sprinkler qFstem.
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Top: A steel-framed
porte cochere at
Empire City Casino

and Raceway in

Yonkers, designed

by Studio V was the
New York area's first
ETFE-clad structure.
Right: The ETFE-clad

Shed at Hudson Yards,

designed by Diller

Scofidio + Renfro and

Rockwell Group.

"If a cx caught fue undemeath the canopy," notes Valgora, "there
would be nothing to harm anyone."Negotiations with code oF
ficials, however, called for imagination, he notes: "One challenge to
designers using foil is that sometimes you have to educate building
departments that may not be used to this material."

ETFE, Valgora says, is "more efficient,lighter, more beautif.rl,
more interesting, more sustainable, and more energy-efficient, and
has a lower carbon footprint than many of the other altematives."
He encourages wider use, yet he and others describe its caveats

soberly. Inflated-cushion applications insulate reasonably well, Val-
gora notes, though ETFE's Rvalue does not compare with that of
solid walls. Noting variation with cushion dimensions, says Robert
Katchur, DSRI project director on the Shed, "when you average

it across the fagade using overall thermal transfer-value calcula-
tions, you end up with the equivalent to a curent third-generation
insulated-glass-unit curtain wall."

Inflation systems must indude compressors, dehumidifiers,
and filters. Katchur notes that the Water Cube was maintenance-
challenged, and "the Beijing air was so polluted that it was basi
cally blowing dirt into the pillows."Adds Berman, "And due to
the static cling of the material, once it goes in, it never comes out."
The Shed's ETFE manufacturer Vector Foiltec uses air-delivery
systems that function only when filters are in place.

In some sports, transparenry is a mixed blessing.To keep
out6elders from losing fly balls in the sun under the ETFE roof
at theTexas Rangers's new Globe Life Field, HKS and Foiltec
are exploring a brown-tinted variantwith a louvered effect that
gives players some shade while grving fans light. Hutchings notes
that grass quality under ETFE is largely unexplored: he knows
of only one ETFE stadium that has successfi:lly grown natural
grass; others use artificial turf And since ETFE cushions can

be punctured, they must be positioned
away from the public and protected from
wildlife. "There have been reports of birds
pecking the material," Hutchings says, "so

they actually have bird-arresting wires."
Berman and Katchur cite the Shed as

a precedent for more NewYork architects

to use ETFE.The balance between its
thermal properq, and lightweight nature,

Katchur suggests, makes it productively
disruptive; the Shed is a case ofweight
savings freeing up creativiry in multiple
systems. Its controllable translucenry is
part ofthe Shed! aesthetic. On other
projects, combined systems allow dra-
matic exterior ef[ects, like the Allianz
Arena's multicolored LED fixtures held
on outriggers affixed to the steel fram-
ing and creating a variable interior glow.

Hutchings also envisions ETFE finding
uses in "big atria in office buildings

because it's so much Jighter weight than a glass or polycarbonate
skylight system."

"I dorit think the ETFE has a one-to-one replacement for
glass," says Berman, "because the unique geometry required to
make the cushions function is different than the planar nature of
glass." It occupies its or,vn category suitable wherever mass is not
beneficial, and inappropriate where important design criteria in-
clude blast resiJience, perimeter security, or acoustic insulation (it
is particularly permeable by low frequencies), but definitely worth
considering where other systems control those factors. "The
Shed has an acoustic blackout shade system," Katchur says, that
"keeps the neighbors asleep while the party rocks on inside."As
in concert halls that use box-in-box concrete structures to conffol
sound, "the fagade is not really participating in the acoustic expo-
sure of the building.The fagade is there for thermal and moisftre,
and you allow the mass to be the mass."

Inflatables are not totally novel: some may recall Ant Farm's

promotion of soft vinyl structures in the 1960s.The difference,
say Berman and Katchur, involves both technical featwes-IlV
stability, ultrasonic welding--and a more cautious approach to
both testing and applications. With "some of those early plastics
in fagades," says Berman, "the architects and engineers were pretty
far out over the skis relative to the material itself"The buming of
Montreal's geodesic Biosphere in1976was a turning point that
may have soured cautious clients on lightweight structures. yet

"ETFE has the advantage of coming out of another indusry and
then being repuqposed; it's a bit more robust,"Berman notes. "It's
still quite experimental in its own way, quite different than a lot
of other materials, and a little less out on a limb."Like many ideas
from more daring decades, this one isrit just an experimentworth
revisiting it's an experiment worth getting right.
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Today's innovations have the potential to revolutionize architecture and design-but will practitioners

embrace these new technologies?

By Jennifer Krichels

Stone might be the world's oldest building material, and it
remains one of the most labor-intensive to work with. Despite

technological advances in other areas ofthe design and con-

struction industry sourcing stone has historically required a lot
of literal heavy lifting: architects and designers who wanted to

see specific materials would visit vast stone yards or warehous-

es, waiting as each slab was hoisted into view.The potential for

damage to a piece of stone was significant, and it was difficult

for designers to understand how unique characteristics would

look once several slabs were fabricated and installed together.

"We would have one face-out of the selection from a block,

out of L0 to 50 slabs," says Jonathan Tibett, who co-founded

stone supplier ABC Stone 25 years ago. "We'd been struggling

for years on how to best present that."

Neady three years ago, however,Tibett stumbled on a digital

technology that could transform the way ABC did business, and

eight months ago the company launched its Digital Stone Cata-

logue featuring Advanced Stone Imaging Software Technology

(ASIST). Now, more than 15,000 slabs of stone in ABC's inven-

tory have been digitally photographed and uploaded to the cata-

logue,which is available on 65-inch HD screens at the company's

Manhattan showroom. The imaging software color-corrects and

scales each slab to the closest 1/16th inch, allowing individual

characteristics and flaws to be visible. Once a designer narows

her selection-searching by color and category is possible.--<he

can receive photo files and apply them to project renderings. "As

rendering software in the architectural design community has

become priceless, this assists the designer in showing the client

exactly what the selection looks like," says Tibett. "This creates

accuracy in the process."As for the future of technology for the

business, he points to the possibiJities afforded by virtual reality

software. "I think that's going to be a big aspect ofwhat's com-

ing for us. We could potentially take people on a journey to our

quarry partners."

A short trip north of ABC's showroom in Manhattan,

Schrico, an international window, door, and fagade supplier

founded in 7951,is already exploring new frontiers in virtual

reality (VR).fhe companyt Virtual Construction Lab (VCL),

launched in20l6,creates customized sales proposals that

provides 3D models of project components, performance

Upon arrival at ABC Stone's warehouse, slabs are photographed

with the company's Advanced Stone lmaging Software Technology

(ASIST) and uploaded to a Digital Stone Catalogue.

"The biggest challenge in our industry
is resistance to change and lack of long-
term interest in innovation."

-TJ Deganyar

analyses of fagade characteristics (blast resistance, water drain-

age, etc.), animations of installation scenarios, and more. The

VCL includes a team dedicated solely to VR and augmented

reality; in one demonstration of new technology last fall,

participants could don a VR headset and handheld controllers

and navigate a glass-enclosed office building, changing fagade

details as they went. On cue, a virtual helicopter would fy by,

allowing the user to experience the noise-mitigating proper-

ties of various systems.

Though technology that supports more efficient material spec-

ification for architects is rapidly evolving, practitioners still tend

to gravitate to their most trusted methods and suppliers rather

than to innovations in the field. In an interview on Schiico's

website, VCL Director TJ Deganyar admits, "The biggest chal-

lenge in our industry is resistance to change and lack oflong-

term interest in innovation." A2016 report tided "The fuchitect

SpecificationJourney: Understanding the Role of Building
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A user's view within Schuco's

VR environment, part of
the company's Virtual
Construction Lab (VCL),

simulates both visual and

acoustic scenarios for
building enclosures.

ABC Stone's Digital Stone
Catalogue uses imaging software
that color-corrects and scales

each stone slab to l/16th inch,

allowing a very high level of
detail when viewed on screen.
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Product Manufacturers Today &Tomorrow," conducted by B2B

International in conjunction with the AIA, supports the same

sentiment: of 330 architects surveyed, more than seven in 10

choose suppliers with whom they have existing relationships.

In an attempt to disrupt the status quo, online architecture da-

tabase Architizer launched a product marketplace called Source

in January 2016 after raising $7 million in series A financing.

The pladorm was meant to streamline the time-consuming pro-

cess ofresearching building products, allowing architects to join

for free and submit material and product information requests to

several relevant suppliers at once. As a series A investor, SHoP

was an early adopter of the service, but'h lot of the suppli-

ers were already suppliers we used," says Katherine Anderson,

SHoP's material specialist.'At least for our scale it felt like al-

most going an exffa step to use Source." She also points out that

certain project details are covered by nondisclosure agreements

until later in the specification process, and the platform, which

shut down last year, needed more information to customize her

search than she could legally supply.

Anderson says the fum has found that the best approach to

material specification is to collaborate with manufacturers to

come up with unique shapes or finishes, and understand how

a material will age over decades. At FuoriMilan 2017,the fum
collaborated with architectural terra-cotta manufacturer NBK
Keramik to create Wave/Cave, a structure of 'J,,670 unglazed

terra-cotta blocks that had been CNC-milled into 797 unique

shapes.te experimental project grew out of SHoP's work

Above, with detail: Wave/Cave, a structure of 1,670 unglazed terra-

cotta blocks CNC-milled inlo 797 unique shapes, was created by

SHoP with NBK as an installation for FuoriMilan in 2O'17.

with NBK to fabricate the fagade of 111 West 57th Street, a

7,428-foot-ta1l, residential building clad in wavelike terra-cotta

profiles that reference the material used on many of NewYork's

oldest slcyscrapers. To Anderson, close collaborations between

architects and manufacturers are the best way to advance sustain-

able principles. "We were always interested in sustainability and

working locally," she says, "and weie tr)4ng to learn what's the

next step: How do the material choices we make really affect the

climate? What's the bigger picture?"And, she points out, that

bigger picture begins with using today's technologies to under-

stand even the oldest building materials in new ways. I
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OP-ED

A SUSTAII{ABI.E FUTURE ]}/IEAI{S SHARIl{G RESEARC]I

BY GREG BENCIVENGO, RA, AND SHEFALI H. SANGHVI, AIA, LEED AP BD + C

The future of building materials requires advocacy for a one-stop,

open-to-the-public, environmentally conscious building materials

database. We as architects must make healthier, more sustainable

material selections and specifications commonplace in the archi-
tecture, engineering, and construction industry, with continuity
from the design process thto"gh the end of construction.

We often have an adverse reaction to building materials when
opening a package of product samples or walking onto an active

construction site-we are assaulted with potentially harmfirl
odors. But we do not have this same reaction to a finished build-
ing. The materials harrc not been significandy altered, but our
perception ofthem changes when experienced as part ofa larger

assembly or completed project.

Efforts to reduce environmental impacts within the archi-
tectural profession must address the needs of those who rely
on designers and owners to speak for them. A large, broad, and
often vulnerable population are the users ofcivic projects, includ-
ing affordable housing, schools, libraries, healthcare facilities, and
transit stations. In selecting materials, architects should factor
in not only the potential impacts on the end user-for example,
reducing or eliminating interior finish products that release

harmfirl gases after installation-but also the impacts on the
manufacturer and installer. As with much of the architectural
industry, civic spaces and their end users are subject to market-
driven impulses that usually consider cost and ease of material
procuement.The future occupants, however, are largely left out
of the discussion. Buildings can never be truly "environmentally
conscious"ifwe dont account for the effects of the components
that go into their design.

Integrating sustainable, forward{ooking materials (such as

masonry with ground-glass pozzolan,carbon-neutral concrete,
or even mushroom-based textiles) into projects,whether of a
civic nature or not, requires thorough research and vetting, but
also sharing information.Tho"ghd'rl material specificarions can
easily be undone during constnrction, whether through value
engineering, changes in market availability, or a contractor's
unfamiliarity with a new or different product. Civic projects are

often resticted by tight operational and construction budgets

The industry needs a publicly accessible
unifying body and voice that consolidates
information on materials.

and require durable, long-lasting materials. Therefore, the
benefits of such materials cannot be pushed without substantial
proof of concept, and any cost considerations must be dealt with
sensitively and openly.

Standards such as LEED, Green Globes, and Passive House
offer pathways toward achieving and validating sustainably-

minded design decisions, but grridelines for selecting materials

can be murky and contradictory across pladorms. Additionally,
in the civic realm, some institutional clients and developers have

deeply researched and tested material standards that do not
always align with an architectural sustainable agenda. Often,
selections are made based on durability and long-term mainte-
nance, but may not factor in potential issues such as off-gassing
over time or disposal at end oflife.

Several beneficial existing platforms already exist, such as

Health Product Declaration Collaborative and Parsons Healthy
Material Lab, but can be limited by competing interests or spe-

cific agendas.The industry needs a pubJicly accessible uni$,ing
body and voice that consolidates this information.

The value of healthier or more sustainable materials is often
intangible, and such selections can be overridden by the need

to build and operate a building at an affordable cost. Part of
the architect's duty is to educate the client about the benefits
of forward-looking materials so they become part of standard

practice; material selections must be architect-driven and client-
supported.The research effort required to make this happen is

not always an affordable reality for architects, who must either
build it into project fees or have a separate stand-alone research

and development department.

Bringing our research out into the open by advocating for a
third-party pladorm to ageg te and filter through this work
could help clarifr and standardize material selections, benefit-
ting us all in the future. Ifwe are truly going to tackle architec-
turet impact on the environment and address it as the crisis it is,

we need to benefit from the research and work ofour peers.

Greg Benchtengo, R/1, is an arcbitect at DattnerArcbitexs. He,uie,u)s

design as a contbination oftbe rational and intuitiae, and is in-
trigued by the potential of arcbitecture to refect and infuence cultural
and societal beltavior

Shefali Sanghvi, AIA, LEED lP BD + C, is a project manager and
Studio Resource Leader at DattnerArcbitects and has ozter 14 years

ofafordable ltousing experience. She is dedicated to building energy-

eficient buildings that are both socially andfnancially sustainable. I
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OP.ED

BY AMY JARVIS, AIA

For most people, stress is inevitable, particularly workplace-gener-

ated stress. In America, 830/o of professionals report being stressed

at work and every day, and up to one million employees miss

workbecause ofstress, according to a2013 studyby Everest Col-
lege.The Health Advocate Inc., a consumer-oriented healthcare

information service, found that this translates to a jaw-&opping

$300 billion loss in productivity each year. Even though there are

endless career paths, each with their own set of challenges, the

causes ofworkplace sffess are consistent across most sectors. Re-

cent surveys from Harvard Business Review and Gallup, among

others, show the three main causes: impossible deadlines, heavy

workloads, and lack of professional development.

Overall, employees are working harder for what they under-

stand to be less reward, causing tension and anxiety between staff

members and leading to decreased productivity and increased

illness. A recent study by economic researchers at the University

ofWarwick in Conventry, England, discovered that happiness

does in fact translate to increased productivity: happy workers

were 12o/o more productive, while unhappy workers were 100/o less

productive. Although we understand workplace stress will never

go away entirely, we can do our best as employers and designers

to prevent undue stress from monopolizing our energy and focus.

Smart employers are looking towards change management tech-

niques that can improve morale and increase productivity, such

as allowing flexible hours, permitting mental health days, and ad-

dressing employee fatigue. Once these fundamental changes are

underway, the next step is to make physical changes to the actual

workplace to help create a more positive and relaxing environ-

ment.

While office design itself is not always an inherent stress

generator, it can either stall or propel the culture change set forth.

Today there are endless materials and products that can be used

to orgarize the workspace or make it more attractive. But how

can designers create office spaces that not only look good, but also

alleviate sffess and promote productivity?

Materials that connect workers to nature is one Proven strategy.

Studies have shown that daylight, artworlq and views to the out-

doors or access to nature itselfhelp decrease stress and increase

productivity, resulting in a more positive work environment.The

best office design allows natural light to penetrate as far into the

building as possible and takes advantage ofnatural materials.

Think about how you felt in a doctort office designed in the early

1990s; now envision yourselflounging on a beach or relaxing by

a fueplace in a log cabin. Natural products and light help make

individuals feel relaxed, connected, and grounded,while artifi-

cial products like vinyl tile

or white ceiling tiles cause

arxiety and discomfort.

Sustainable, natural ma-

terials are best for designing

almost any room, whether it
be an office space, bedroom,

or even a classroom. These

can include wood, cradle-

to-cradle metals, stone,

Materials that
connect workers to
nature is one proven
strategy to alleviate
stress and promote
productivity.

non-synthetic carpets and fabrics, and glass. Humans are very

perceptive to authenticiry and when a space is finished with a

natural product, they respond in a positive way, such as hav-

ing a more optimistic attitude or just feel-ing good in the space.

Compare this experience to wearing a shirt made from 1000/o

cotton vs. wearing a 600/o cotton/4}o/o polyester shirt: although

both shirts may appear the same, they feel and look very differ-

ent when worn.

Few individuals are able to work in a noisy office, so products

that help reduce noise pollution can also help decrease work-

related stress. Soft materials that absorb sound-like felt panels,

upholstered seating, and natural rugs-are great for controlJing

noise while adding more visual interest to the space. Over-

all, when selecting these products, it is best to avoid synthetic

products, particularly those that oFgas VOCs and other toxic

chemicals. Our bodies are very in tune with the notion of be-

ing disconnected from nature, and exposure to VOCs causes a

number of physical reactions, such as allergies and damage to the

cenffal nervous system.

Finally, clutter can kill almost anyone's mood.We encourage

our clients to take a moment to think critically about their per-

sonal workstation to determine what can be organized in more

efficiendy. To start, any old papers, folders, and office supplies that

are used only once or twice a week can be relocated to a drawer

or cabinet or stored digitally. Decluttering decreases distractions

and makes it easier to complete tasks in a timely fashion. Once

you have cleared your desh add a small plant-it will give some

color to your now empty desktop while offering a small escape

into nature.

lmy Jarr.tis, AA, is an associate at Spacesmith. Born and raised in

Houston, Arnyfound her uay to Neu:York after graduate school to

begin ber career in architecture. She brings a background infalrication

and zoorking u;itb zporld-renousned artists to a uide range ofprojects

at Spacesmith. I
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IN PRINT

REVIEWS
Frank Furness: Architecture in the
Age of the Great Machines, by
George E. Thomas. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia,
2018.281 pp.

Architectural historian George Thomas

places the influential work of Frank
Furness in a central position at the birth
of modern architecture in America,
a time during the post-Civil War era

when Americat economy became

a global force.The organizing idea

ofThomasb book is that Furness's

importance and growth as an architect is

linked to the entrepreneurial, industrial,
and technological infrastructure of
late 19th-century Philadelphia, an

environment in which the architect

thrived. Led by industrialists and

engineers, major
Philadelphia

companies and

institutions such as the

Pennsylvania Railroad

and the University of
Pennsylvania, with
their appetite for the

neq became Furness's

major clients. Furness's

career promoted a new

view ofarchitecture.
Its energy was drawn

from the social and technological forces

at work in the industrially oriented
enterprises of Philadelphia. His career

illustrates how deep the roots of
modernism are.

Furness trained with Richard Morris
Hunt in NewYork City in the late
1850s. After service in the Civil War, he

established a practice in Philadelphia,

his hometown, with George Hewitt. His
major projects spanned from the early
1870s, when he won the competition

for the Pennsylvania

Academy of Fine
Arts, to the late 1890s.

Commissions came

steadily for institutions,
universities, railroads,

libraries, academic

buildings, hospitals, and

housing. Asymmetry,
functional planning and

layouts, clearly visible

steel construction and

ironwork, machine
imagery current building technologies,
and eclectic forms drawn from but not
beholden to any stylistic convention
all became hallmarks of his work.
Some major projects included the
University of Pennsylvania Library,
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts,
University of Pennsylvania Library,
Wilmington Railroad Station, and the
Baltimore and Ohio Terminal. His
designs brought the academy and the
factory together.
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Furness was part ofa lineage of
modern architects that led from
his young associate Louis Sullivan

down through Frank Lloyd Wright
and Louis Kahn. Furness died in
1910 and remained a Victorian to

the end. But he brought the values

of engineering culture, planning,

and materials directly into design.

He opened architecture to a future

without historic infuences, and strove

to express the poetry ofthe present.

Native Places: Drawing as a Way
to See, by Frank Harmon. ORO

Editions, San Francisco, 2018. 168 pp.

Frank Harmon, AIA, a Raleigh-

based architect who teaches at North
Carolina State University, has been

drawing relentlessly throughout his

career, recording and commenting on

what he sees, with an emphasis on the

vernacular. In clear, quick depictions,

he reveals the beauty and poetry in the

particular. This volume offers drawings

accompanied by short essays selected

from his online project, Native Places.

In his book, grouped into chapters on

various settings throughout the United
States (particularly the South) and in
Europe, Harmon has recorded both

the natural and the man-made. His
spare line work combines with wash,

watercolor, and occasionally colored

pencil, creating focus as he develops

volume, detail, and atmosphere. He

Native Places
Drnu,iilt t! il Uirl r, .!i{ !y Fi^tx rAiuo|

presents a simple sketch of a barn-
many barns, in fact-and supplements

it with insight into the knowledge that
sited and created it. It is a powerful

technique that subtly emphasizes the

riches of looking and seeing the world
before our eyes.

Indeed, his drawings and text find
treasures in the ordinary. Beyond

barns, there are rural and urban houses,

window boxes with plants, New Yorlds

Jamaica Bay, views from planes, tools

and objects lying around-all telling

their own stories. A few are so spare

they seem abstract and dramatic, such as

a thunderstorm over Lower Manhattan.

Others are cinematic, including views

down roadsides, where he picks up the

natural plants along with the man-

made ones (e.g., signs and power poles).

Sometimes he combines the disparate

events of a day, like a wren with a worm

and a CAI excavator, both doing

their jobs. In many of his sketches,

particularly of buildings, Harmon is

extolling both craft and time. Drawing

in London and in towns throughout the

South, he captures buildings ofall scales

that present a weathered but noble face.

Harmoris beautifirl and evocative

drawings, which keep the eye

oscillating between image and text,

reinforce the value oflooking and

seeing.They serye as a reminder to all

ofus to keep observing and recording.

New York Rising: An lllustrated
History from the Durst Collection,
by Kate Ascher and Thomas Mellins
(with contributions by Hilary Ballon,

Ann Buttenwieser, Andrew Dolkart,

David King, Reinhold Martin,

Richard Plunz, Lynne B. Sagalyn,

Hilary Sample, Russell Shorto, and

Carol Wlllis). The Monacelli Press

and the 2Ol8 Trustees of Columbia

University in the City of New York,

2018.263 pp.

This is a history of NewYork City
told from the perspective ofits real

estate development. It is drawn from

ru
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the collection of Seymour Durst,
scion of the Durst family real estate

organization, housed in Columbia
University's Avery Library. Asher and
Mellins, principal authors and editors,
have organized this volume into
10 chapters reflecting the eras and
themes of the cityt development from
the 1640s to 2001.

The first nvo chapters establish
New Yorks early history and the
major developments that influenced
its expansion: the Erie Canal and
the growth of the port; the 1811
plan, which imposed a grid on
Manhattan and commoditized
the land; the Croton Aqueduct
System, which gave the city fresh
water and spurred population
increase; and Central Park.These

strategic investments and initiatives
propelled the city forward and
opened up boundless opportunities.

The remaining chapters are

thematic by building type, systems

and infrastructure, or location or
district (Midtown, Times Sq.).
Each chapter is supplemented
by a portfolio ofselections from
the Durst Collection. These

170+ exhibits were selected by
the contributors, and each is

accompanied by short narrative
prepared by them. These sections

are the jewels of this volume,
and consist of maps, site plans,
illustrations, analltical drawings and
diagrams, foor plans, land use plans,
historic postcards, photographs, and
more. It is a wealth of material, all
on point, riveting in interest and
all with a tale to tell. One sequence

of many: views ofTimes Square,
starting in 1898, punctuated by
an NYPD vice map in 1973,and
continuing to a ground-level Time
Square pedestrian space in 2001.

This is a history through
a particular lens. As authors
Asher and Mellins report, "the
story of New York Rising is one

of never-ending speculation
and innovation...big ideas,

big personalities, big risks that
collectively shaped a city like no
other." Read it!

Stanley Stark, ML4, NCAR& LEED
AP, is the book criticfor Oculus. I
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SURVEY AND CAD DRAFTING FOR THE
DESIGN/BUI LDI NG PROFESSION

SURVEY EXISTING CONDITIONS
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT DWGS

DEPT. OF BUILDING DWGS
CONSTRUCTION DOCS

CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE OR ESTIMATESI

718-837-6800 X 203
WWW.SWANDRAFTING.COM . NR@SWANDRAFTTNG.COM

"We are competitive so you can be profitable.,,
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LAST WORD

FALL PREVIEW

BENJAMIN PROSKY, ASSOC. AIA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE
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As NewYork City builds and

rebuilds and fills in many of its lots

with new development and adap-

tive reuse, we have been curious to

find out how smaller regional cities

may be simultaneously responding.

How far-reaching is this new era of
urban investment? Are smaller cities

feeling some of the financial ripple

effects from larger cities? Despite

the fact that much of the industry
and manufacturing that historically
fueled these smaller American cities

have disappeared, are new t)?es of
jobs and economies emerging?

During an informal chat with
Michael Murphy, co-founder of
MASS Design Group, a firm that
has been known mostly for its social

impact work in Africa, Haiti, and

the U.S., we talked about the firrns

more recent focus on the future of
the smaller American city. MASS
had recently opened up an office in
Poughkeepsie, NY, where Michael

grew upi here, through research and

community-based projects, the staff
members were trying to see how
design could play an important role

in shaping the city's future.

We were excited that MASS
Design Group proposed a collabo-

ration between the Center for Ar-
chitecture, University of Richmond,

and others on a research project

over the past year that has resulted

in a major exhibition at the Center

this fall, exploring the firm's concept

of "fringe cities." In "FRINGE
CITIES: Legacies of Renewal in
the Small American CiT"MASS
Design Group defines fringe cities

as small and independently situated,

with urban landscapes marked by

mid-century urban renewal. Antici-
pating future infrastructure invest-

ment, these cases provide insight
and cautionary tales, demanding

further inquiry to avoid repeating

the mistakes of the past. A snapshot

ofan ongoing investigation into the

last great federal investment in the

small American ciry this exhibi-
tion examines the role of design in
packaging and selling strategies for
renewal. Historical data, analysis,

and contemporary interventions

from over 100 small American cities

will be on display. It is our hope

that this exhibition will provide a

platform for more small cities to tell

their stories.

Also this fall, Archtober, New
York City's architecture and design

festival, returns for its ninth year.

With more than 80 partner orga-

nizations across the five boroughs,

this year's festival will be bigger than

ever, showcasing the impact of the

built environment through a myriad

oftalks, tours, studio visits, exhibi-
tions, and more. Don't miss our

popular Building of the Day series

of architect-led walking tours; high-
lights for 2019 include MCollabo-
rative's Statue of Liberty Museum,

Studio Gang's Solar Carve, and

Steven Holl Architect's Hunters
Point Library.

We are also excited to announce

t'ffo new Archtober partnerships for
2079.To highlight their work as lo-
cal community centers, NYCt three

public library systems-Brooklyn
Public Library,New York Public Li-
brary, and Qreens Public Library-
will join the festival, allowing us to

reach even broader audiences. Li-
brary programs will include branch

tours, panel discussions on new

library construction and the future

of libraries, and special architecture-

focused story-time hours. Also new

this year are the festival's Weekend

Getaway partners.Take a short train

trip or car ride to explore architec-

rure beyond NYC while enjoying

the fall foliage! This year's Weekend

Getaway partners include the Glass

House, Grace Farms Foundation,

and Art Omi. To see a fuIl line-up
of events, visit Archtober.org. Be

sure to follow us on Twitter and

Instagram @archtober.

See vou at the Centerl I
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Weathered Steel Finish

"We really liked the Petersen product, lt has a weathered

steel look to it and yet it's affordable. We could get the

color palette we wanted in a material that we could

fabricate in whatever manner fit our design."

-J. Mark Woll AlA, Vice President, JHP Architecture

9 Case study at PAC-CLAD.COM/CRAt GRAN CH

PAC-CLAD.COM I INFO@PAC-CLAD.COM

lL: 800 PAC CLAD MD: 800 344 14OO TX: 800 44i 8661
GA;8002724482 MN:877 5712A25 AZ:833750193S
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Severud Associates
CONSULTING ENGINEERS, PC

469 Seventh Avenue, Suite 900
New York, NY 10018
(21 2) 986-3700
severud.com

Years of
Award-Winning

Structural

Engineering
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